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LETTER. The Leveller 57

O’Carroll replies
ZOE FAIRBAIRNS (letters,
Leveller 39) appears to think
_PIE’s proposals would make it
legal for adults to trick and
frighten children into sex acts,
albeit without overt threats or
coercion, by accosting them in
dark alleys.

Nothing could be further
from the truth. PIE does not say,
as Ms Fairbairns implies, that.
because a child is too startled,
nonplussed and overwhelmed in
such circumstances to refuse an
adult’s attentions, that such a
failure to refuse in any way
constitutes consent. Such an idea
is completely repugnant, and I
can well understand anyone
feeling a sense of outrage if they
believe that this is what PIE
proposes.

Let us be quite clear what PIE
would envisage in "such circum-
stances. As I have written .else-
where, “in the event of a child
being unwilling, even passivelyso,
and without having tried to deter
the adult, the criminal law should
be available, just as in the case of
overt intimidation or violence.”
In other words, just as at present,
if I116 child were to complain to
her parents, or to some other
adult, that an unwanted act had
taken place, the complaint would
be sufficient grounds for a pro-
secution. What’s more, the only
evidence needed to secure a con-
viction would relate to whether
the act took place, not to whether
the child had consented.

Qliytif a‘ child had no com-
plaint to inake would the possi-
bilityjofPIE’s proposed civil law
procedure come into operation.
Such cas_es_v/oulfi be initiated by
adults, such,-as'paré_nts, who had

somehow discovered that a  
relationship was going on, and
who felt that the child's consent
to it was in some way invalid.

Tom 0 ’Carr0ll
PIE Executive Committee

Freelancers: guilty man
IN YOUR rush to name the guilty
men at the Daily Mail in the
Workers Socialist League story
(August Leveller), you have
managed to perpetrate an un-
thinking slur on all those photo-
graphers, like myself, who earn
their living as freelances. By class-
ing staffers as ‘goodies’ and the
others as ‘cowboys’, your
attitude is equally as sensation-
alist as the Mail ’s and unforgiv-
able considering the number of  
freelance journalists involved
in your collective. But the
worst hypocrisy is that your
publication is generally illustrat-
ed by the work of photographers
who allow the Left to use their
pictures for a pittance or, as in
the case of The Leveller, for
nothing-not even expenses to
compensate for materials or
time spent in the darkroom.

When with the myth of free-
lance equals ‘fat cat’ subside?
Some freelances work this way
by choice, but others, more
often than not, through neces- I
sity. There are few staff jobs
available, and the freelance
photographer’s existence is a
precarious and unprotected
one at the best of times. You
suggest that staffers won’t go
to events such as the Notting
Hill Carnival ‘riot’ (sic) and
there is this great heavy mob
prepared to go in and do battle.
Well, let me tell you that when
this particular freelance was p
robbed and beaten there two
years ago, there was no lileet
Street newspaper standing by
to pick up the bill for the
equipment l need in order to

. - - l " ‘
Ilegfltllle SUB ClH?’k€ OfLOl"ldOl"l Wl'll’f€l’l [O ! ant ideas to be got acfggs about a

_(_J_aledo,nian Road, London N1

survive. My insurance failed
to cover replacing the cameras.
and lenses I lost and the CRE,
for whose journal I was, I am
sad to say, working that day,
refused to pay one penny
towards my expenses.

ls this the way the new
collective intends to continue?
‘Professional’ journalists are
people who earn their living
with pens and cameras—-it’s a
job just like nursing the sick
or working on the line at
Leyland. I, for one, do not
intend to supply you with
any more photographs until
you print this letter and an
apology.

Val Wilmer

Lesbian replies
I WONl)l*Z R what contribution
The Leveller thought it was
making to feminist political
debate when it published the
anonymous letter ‘Lesbians:
Blind Preference’ in the August
issue. Your correspondent
appears to believe that all
lesbians are bitter, disappoint-
ed, het-hating fascists. She
supports her position with a
series of paranoid exaggera-
tions and inventions which
are alienating to other women,
giving them the idea that
lesbian politic is all about
genocide and the creation of
‘sperm slaves’.

There is a legitimate debate
within the women’s movement
around the issue of separatism,
and as a lesbian socialist]
feminist I oppose the revolu-
tionary feminist position which
defines oppression solely in terms
of gender. But the letter doesn‘t
come anywhere near to confront-
ing these real political differences,
and instead degenerates into a
confused and vituperative attack
on all lesbians.

I |' ' .I-It _ _'_i

I suppose you had no qualms
in publishing the letter since it
came from a woman.-Was this
just an example of tokenism or
a we Ice nned opportunity -.t_o
sneak a hit of homophobia into
the |mgcs of your magazine? But
maybe l’|n assuming too much
in thinking you actually knew
what you were printing. After
all, no magazine which profess-
es some commitment to the
women’s movement would be
ignorant enough to allow
revolutionary feminists to be
described as ‘lesbian “specialists” '
instead of separatists. Can YOU
really expect the women’s
movement. to take you seriously.

Melissa Murray

Collective note: Everyone should
realise that printing a letter d0esn’t
signify editorial aprroval... espec-
ially in an open paper of the left

God: Being mis-
represented
‘YOUR cartoon ‘Lord God
Almighty’ in the August issue has
just lost you a launch subscription.
Its inclusion in your magazine was
not only in gross bad taste, but
showed that your editorial
committee is dismayingly lacking
in discrimination and good sense.
It is even worse than the liberal
use of the word ‘fuck’ in a
previous issue, which, as one of
your correspondents says, is a
manifestation of adolescence and
also shows an inability to
communicate important ideas in
standard English.

Your magazine has many
good, informative articles but if
we are going to haveto fight our
way through to the good ideas
through this kind of muck is it
worth it? ~

l happen to revere Jesus, but I
would feel exactly the same if
you gave this treatment to any
other form of religion. Grow up,
for God’s sake! There are import

say The Leveller should‘ have more plCl’ltI'€S in it. Wish ' granted Sue ! ‘ socialist society, before it is too
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late. I thought you were doing
this — buy now I’m not so sure.

Sherry Waldon """
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I was delighted by recent
changes in the Leveller—especia1
ly the arrival of fortnightly
production.

I’ve recently become un- F
employed, so I can’t give much
to your Launch Subscription '
but here’s a £5 anyway.

Good luck,
Phil Lee

THANX, PHIL, IN FA CT, YOU
AREA FORTNIGHTI. Y SUB- A
SCRIBER. IT'S HA LF PRICE
FOR STUDENTS, CLA[MANTS
AND PENSIONERS.

Mimi‘_EM_ 
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LETTER.
Anarchist conference bet-
ter than we said
AS YOU have no doubt discov-
ered by now, your article in the
last issue on the Oxford Anar-
chist Conference is likely to
provoke a lot of criticism. For
reasons of space, I shall try to
keep my comments brief.

In general, yes the writer is
correct, many of the particip-
ants including myself were not
too happy with it. It is also true
that plenaries tended to be dom-
inated by the more macho.

However there was, in fact,
a female chairperson, who did a
very good job in trying circum-
stances. Dave Coutt’s name is in
fact Dave Coull. The magazine
you mentioned is, in fact, a
discussion bulletin on anarchist
organisation open to all rele-
vant contributions and available
for a S.A.E. from the address
below. This was by no means (as
suggested) the only arguably
positive thing to come from the
conference. To name but a few
there was a very useful discus-
sion on the resurgence of the
missile issue and some positive
steps were taken to improve the
circulation of the libertarian
press. A libertarian education
conference is also being organised
as the result of a useful discus-
sion on that topic.

I resent the implication that
allanarchists are all hopelessly
dis-organised‘ macho posers. The
main problem was that there
are too many different brands
of anarchism with too many diff
differences for us to expect
much from such a broad gather-
ing. The particular tendencies
are showing a marked trend to
more and better organisation.

Don’t knock us too much;
without the support you are
getting from many assorted lib-
ertarians your readership and
circulation would look ve_ry sad
indeed.

John Roberts, for
CardiffBranch DAM,
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THE FAILURE of the attempts
by Labour governments to l
manage an economic system that
doesn’t want to be managed make
a Labour government a not very
interesting option at the moment
for a lot of people on the Left. So
why join the party?

The answer is that the Labour
Party is ready now for radical

VIEWERS were treated to a
I rare piece of coverage on North-
.l0ll1 the party ern Ireland on the weekend of

August 9. Both the BBC and ITN
carried footage of a 5,000-strong
Republican march through Bel-
fast in solidarity with the prison-
ers in H Block, Armagh, Port
Leoisie (Irish Republic) and the
gaols of mainland Britain.

Neither station mentioned
that there was a strong British
Troops Out delegation on the
march, although they gave a brief

change It is now necessary to find a glimllse of the banners Without
new socialist perspective to em The delegation more than 150
compass an approach to the

d th ' t

comment.

people, went to picket the British
eclfinfilgil and £~ei’;1‘-onfinen army forts in Catholic areas of
W ‘C 18°“ S t e (la 0 Belfast. They arrived in a citypermanent economic growth. It II d tense fouowin thg re_
must includzthe cpnseévationtofl -3,0138 gighfs clash“ ingthe Eower
ijesoltllficeglan . a I310 my itirtfion IO ' Falls Road between Catholic
“g " °“'"’g °"’“° ° h dthar andR 1-Aeconomy; it-must see that full

em lo ment in the future must Umer ‘3°°S‘ab"‘“‘.Y (RUC)' Three
your san e my oya

meiin ihore than 40 hours a week people had been killed’ one by abwatching the microchips do the ;YPbbe‘ bullet’ one y 3 Come.“
- - ‘tl0I1&l bullet (the army deny it was

work and Swltchmg Off your one of their’s) and a soldier run
over by one of the army’s own
masive Allis-Chalmers bulldozers
as burning roadblocks were being
removed.

mind.
It is a fact of life that only

the Labour Party can bring about
real radical change in Britain. The
Tories can only be the happier at
any increase in the extra-
parliamentary left; it represents
people who have cut themselves
off from access either to govern-
ment or to the mass media. We
must work through the system,
changing the system as we do so.

The struggle therefore is to
build a mass membership for the
Labour Party which can make it
clear to the party in parliament

The weekend was the ninth
anniversary of the intro-
duction of internment in the
province, and though internment
was discontinued in 1975, it still
represents a symbolic focal point
for the greatmajority of Catho-
lies, whom it affects most of all.

In Catholic areas of Belfast
like Anderstown or Turf Lodge,
the army operate from desolate
forts, caged in by mesh-netting

what the Labour movement really and hidden behind scaffold orwants; and whlch can provide
people to be local councillors,
members of parliament, and all
the other jobs which are boring
and irrelevant largely because
they are now done by boring and
irrelevant people. There is a need
for a common programme on the
Left; as I see it, there is also the
need for this programme to be
carried out through the only
instrument capable of doing so
— the Labour Party.

Simon Sweetman
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corrigated iron. It ‘was these
forts that the Troops Out dele-
gation had gone to picket. From
Dunville Park the small demo-
stration made its way along the
lialls Road, first to the White
Rock and then to the Anders-
town fort.

Onlookers were at first curi-
ous and then supportive. Cars
and ‘people's taxis’ hooted
encouragement as the aim of
the picket was explained - yes
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EWSLETTER
there really are people on the
mainland Britain who want Brit-
ish troops out and self-deter-
mination for the Irish people.

In full view of the vast tele-
vision surveillance cameras, and
snipers in their camouflaged pill-
boxes high on stilts and an
intelligence officier recording
events .on his own camera, the
delegation shouted their message
for the British squaddie. L

At ‘Jericho’, near the Turf
Lodge estate, the delegation’s
message was once more hammer-
ed home, with the help of the
crowd and local kids who drum-
med on the corrugated iron and
lobbed stones.

At the nearby social centre
there was a lengthy question
and answer session with a num-
ber of speeches from the Sinn
Fein and AnPh0blacht/Repub-
lican News. Meanwhile an out-
door ‘Rock Against the Block’
concert was being held in Ander-
stown with three English bands.

On Sunday the main Repub-
lican procession supporting pol-
itical status in Long Kesh and
Armagh set off from the debris-
strewn streets to the Lower
Falls. With pipe bands and banners
and banners the 5,000 strong march
went up Falls Road, the route
lined with supporters, past the
Anderston Fort, and up into the
heart of the Anderstown itself
to rally.

The appearance of two bala
clava wearing and armed provos
in the midst of the crowd showed
that speeches stressing the
strength of support for the Prov-
isional IRA were not empty
rhetoric. The RUC and army kept
a very low profile. The warm
applause at the rally for the Troops
Out delegation, bringing home to
Irish Catholics that there is a move-

,§ment on the mainland in support
iof their demands, is an important
step. The Catholics of Northern
Ireland, the blanket men, and the
iArmagh women can fight on with
mainland support, every move to
help them contributes to their
eventual victory.
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Politics and culture-

IN JAPAN, many factories have straw-
filled effigies of the management that
frustrated workers can beat with sticks.
At the Beyond the Fragments conference,
there’s goingto be a “Bash Mrs. Thatcher I
Sponge Event” for the over-fives. In
London . . . we’ve got'A Short Sharp
Shock.

Heralded by outrage in the bourgeois
press, the play sounded promising. I
mean, look at the thick black lines and
bold type on the poster: that proves it’s a
proper socialist night out. Look at the
articles in the programme: Tariq Ali,
John Pilger, Tony Benn. Almost as many
stars as at the Debacle of the Decade.
Goody, goody, what a treat.

The only good thing about it the
-evening I went to see it was the fact that
all the other people I knew there (about
five) thought it was appalling too. A bad
play in itself is nothing unusual — we get
lotsa those. It was just that this play
seemed to exhibit par excellence a lot of
the faults of British Left politics in
general and its theatre in particular.
CAST, one of our oldest touring groups,
were attacked recently in The Leveller for
sexism and reactionary stereotyping of
working-class people. A Short Sharp
Shock is certainly guilty of this too. The
original title of the play was Ditch the
Bitch (unfil pressure from women caused
it to be changed), which apart from being
grossly sexist is also indicative of another
problem . . .

It’s perhaps surprising (or perhaps not)
that a play about the Tories should have
no analysis of Thatcherism, no analysis
of why they were elected, no historical,
political or economic background of any
note and no information that would be
news to anyone who’d glanced at a
paper from time to time over the last
year. What we got was a vaguely radical-
ized Oxford Revue, a series of jokes
that would have been more at home
between the pages of Private Eye than
flauntea at an event seemingly sanctioned
by the “official” Left.

That Benn & Co support a play like
this is entirely consistent with their. . epolitics. A Short Sharp Shock_attacks th
Tories without offering anything to put
-in its place .

It’s true or most Left parties, too,
especially on the Trotskyist axis.
“Bash Thatcher”, “Kick out the Tories”,
“We ain’t going to work on Maggie’s
Farm” etc. scream the headlines in the
party papers. The Left being the un- _
realistic opposition that it is, ]0lI‘lil'l_2 in
with the trade unions to “bash Thatcher”
is onl oing to pave the way for anothery g
five years of Labour. Have we learnt
nothing from what’s happened since
1972? _ _

The “government” in the play, like
the»-“governed”, are caricatures, not

i

characters. Keith Joseph is a lunatic.
Thatcher is a commonsensical housewife.
Most of the rest of the Cabinet are just
nasty bullies (except for Prior, who’s
almost a sympathetic character). But
these people are not lunatics or over-
grown public schoolboys. They know
what they’re doing, and they act
intelligently from the logic of their
position.

This is a problem with most agitprop:
a boss exploits workers because s /he is
“greedy”, a politician tortures someone
because s/he is “nasty” and not because
the relations of production compel them
to do so. Our problem isn’t one of
individuals and it’s misleading to suggest,
as most Left theatre does, that it is.

That A Short Sharp Shock has been
successful — lots of us have been to see
it — demonstrates that it fills a need.
To present Thatcher & Co as it does
renders them symbolically harmless for
the duration of the play and provides a
focus for the hate and anger of the
audience. Emotions are purged, tensions
relaxed, and everyone goes home feeling
good as a result. It’s satisfying in the
short term. But as long as the Japanese
worker attacks the dummy and not the
boss, he will continue to be exploited.

The interests of the existing order are
well served by having our anger expelled
harmlessly, in a “neutral” space. . . be
that theatre, concert hall, football
stadium or room in a factory. This is a
bourgeois function of culture. Milton
Shulman meant more than he thought
when he described it as “the kind of
play that disarms criticism.”  

Of course, those responsible may
claim that it’s just “entertainment” and
here lies another problem. It’s not enough
for our theatre to produce confirmatory
fantasiesthat function like Left versions
of Coronation Street or Crossroads, that
entertain or amuse in a fashion that
sim l reflects our existin view of the '» b .
WOIffdif Especially notwhefi that theatre I Things move so quickly these days . . .
seems to echo uncritically the short- the Tories pass measures in an afternoon ;
comings of our fractional movement. I that would have taken months of i

“Culture” is not just something to fill 1, agonized debate under Labour. Mean- '
out the back pages of the party papers,
something that belongs with “leisure”
not “work” and thus is outside the
business of “real” struggle. If Left theatre while the party papers waste hundreds of I
was just a “socialist night out”, ideolog- I col_umn_ inches to denouncing the Red I
ically sound entertainment, then none of (Army Frgction, deploring the Russians in»
this would matter overmuch. But people I Afghanistan or taking on the fascists at ‘
live their lives in and through culture of
one sort or another. The ruling class
realize this only too well, and their
machinery for dealing with people’s
desires is an integral part of their
domination.

It’s about time we woke up to this fact"
and started thinking about a culture of
our own that would sa tisfye people ’s
desires instead of co-opting them. A

if __---—— __ 
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realistic opposition should be in the
form of a “counterculture”, combative,
a place for drawing strength, an area for  
strategic retreat, something that would
make the idea of struggle attractive. '

Left theatre is getting so complacent. ,
At one extreme we’ve got Accidental
Death of an Anarchist doing a storm in
the West End. Tourists can buy “Disbandt
the SPG” badges as show souvenirs while
the cast rush through the reform]
revolution argument at the end as though
it embarrasses them (and maybe it does).
At the other end of the spectrum the
various small groups tread the same old
iagitprop ground, pocket their Arts
Council grants, and preach mostly to the
converted in a self-congratulatory atmos-
phere that defeats discussion.

An example? CAST can’t believe “that
The Leueller should join the ranks of the
Sun and Telegraph and mount an attack
on us from the right . . . .” (letter Leveller
40). From the right? For being sexist and
presenting workers as bourgeois stereo- I
types‘? Fair enough criticism of a I
“socialist” theatre group, I would have t I
thought. But no, they cite their 15 years
in showbiz and expect a pat on the head I

ecause they work hard and mean well

while we all seem to dance to tunes +
played by the ruling-class. Our theatre I
attempts to radicalize bourgeois forms, ‘

their own statistical games. Things are
stirring, debates are beginning, but the
Right are moving quicker than we are.
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But to portray the unemployed purely as victims, to demand
as the solution ‘more jobs’, just perpetuates the system. The
arrival in a high-unemployment area, for instance, of some
American or European multinational, pumped fat with state

Good intentions are not enough. If they i
were, we might just as well employ our
time at the Beyond the Fragments
conference throwing wet sponges at an
effigy of Thatcher as do anything else.-
(We’re all over five after all. See you there.

 ' Dave Rimmer

grants, to take on a few hundred ch»:-ap workers, till the money
runs out, should not be a cause for celebration. “What is the
alternative?” everyone cries. Well, there are several.

The first, already a left demand, and, officially at least, the
policy of most unions, is work-sharing. To eke out such employ-
ment as declining capital has to offer among as many people
in as fair a way as possible. More honoured in the breach...

—--
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“Look! We're already drawing the benefit."
 

EVERYONE in work is so agains 7. unemplo'_,inent it almost hurts. The second is to fight for unemployed people, as S\1eh- At
Government, employers, media people — p articularly those half- the material level, to fight politically for higher levels of ‘benefit,
crazed faceless people who write newspaper leading articles; Paid out Without hassle, and against soeial seenrity eats; and at
they almost bleed. The Queen Mother is probably against it too, the soeial level, to affirm that life does not dePend on ealiltal
in her radiant way. (Actually it hurts the unemployed ’them- to bring the nnemnloyed into the eommnnity-
Selves gven mQr9_) B0iIh th€S€ alternatives 1'BCOgl'liS€ that capital l'l9V9lT

Most of the left and right agree: there should be more work. employ more PeoPlei however We rage- whoever dreams
It’s such a waste of labour to have people who aren’t contribut- otherwise should argne With a oomPnter-
ing to production. And men and women have a Right to Work. The third is to fight for more iohs noW- To resist redund-
It is e erime against them to withdrew their ehenee to get ancies and the technological change that causes some of them,
eXp1eited_ and to demand a tinkering with the capitalist economy to

This is the line of most of the let-t_ our papers, like the e0m_ prevent theindustrial collapse that causes others (import con-
mercial Press, are full of pictures and interviews with working trots» more rhrestment in nationalised industiy, n0 Spending
class people in rundown industrial areas, fighting not just to cuts» state aid to Private firms, and so on)- These again are
survive but for their dignity.For it is on the level of a person ’s Standard labour movement demands-
contribution to production that his/her position in society Fonrthly, We ean ereate our own Work, by taking over

v depends. It is the same in the Soviet Union. It would be the same factories: setting "P oo'oPeratiVe$, or finding eensiinletive
in a socialist Britain ruled by our Leninist parties. things to do as individuals or gronPs-

Being at work is integration with the community. Out of it The fifth alternative is socialist reyollltiorh The hig hang-
is isolation. It is not just poverty that keeps jobless people sitt- For a lot of the left, it is fifth or nothing- The leadership of

i ing at home, listening to the clock ticking. Capital has organised the Right to Work Campaign, for inetanee, is quite open about
society round the workplace. Camaraderie among fellow workers it- Most of the Claimants’ Union» the Campaign Against Soeiai
makes theirlexploitation bearable. Organisation among them is Security Cuts, the Campaign Against Youth Unemployment, is

+ all that has improved their material conditions over the years. purely palliative. As for the worker co-operatives, they are a
Deprived of these, people wither and die. This is no exaggeration.

The state can play on this in the interest of capital. People
are thrown out of work when their labour is no longer produc-
tive, and the state puts the boot in with a vengeance. Harass-

» ment and humiliation are employed to drive them back to work
of some kind. Lower pay, no union? Fine. The welfare state’s
rules and regulations make their living precarious. Insecurity
makes people susceptible to control.

diversion.
So they organise for the contradictory aims of fighting

redundancies on one hand, and revolution on the other. Demand-
ing that state or private capital employ more people, and telling
the unemployed that nothing can be done until we’ve thrown
over the whole stinking system. This is ‘organising the unemploy-
ed’ at the most cynical level.

So the next question is: what follows the revolution? How
will production and social relations be organised? If people are
only recognised as workers and consumers, and the party is going
to ensure they do both to the limit of their ability... what kind
of change is that? Alternatively, again, we could build autonom-
ous groups in the community, the workplace, the political
grouping; co-operatives, collectives, communes, existing outside
the centralised structures of the state, involving whole commun-
ities, rejecting class divisions rooted in production; models of
the kinds of society we’d like to see. It will be hellish difficult,
but there’s no other reason we can’t do it now — and work on
the other alternatives, too. On“ the following pages, The Leveller
tries to look at work in this light.
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 nation of
moonlighter
THE CONVENTIONAL attitude to the

l hidden economy is like that to the clap:

l give their perpetrators a seedy glamour.

em,:.'.oyer or the state?

l In fact the incentive for people to
' boost their income illicitly (most of the
activity is not illegal) is not just economic,
but social and ideological. Socially
acceptable crime -- like speeding or
drunken driving; everyone does it. In
many workplaces fiddling is the rule.
The hidden economy -—-- hidden for good
reason — is just a giant loophole through
legislative protection fought for by
organised labour: the ‘progressive’
income tax system, laws against fraud
and for the protection of employees. A
side door at the bank where the bourge-
oisie pull up their company cars.

The victims are working people whose
incomes are proportionately lower and
tax contributions higher; and the un-

I deeply into it. In an industry like the
print, rigid closed shops restrict entry
while grabbing huge amounts of moon-
light work for those already inside.

' Thatcherism is really an attempt to
apply the morality of the hidden or ‘black’
econom on a macro scale. Free entery -

prise is not a theory, but the scrapping of
barriers built to protect the victims, not
of the market, as they like to pretend,
but of a society where people with capital
and power can do as they wish.

So far, the swag has been estimated ,
by the head of the Inland Revenue, at
£9,000 million a year, as 7.5 percent of
GNP. A recent report from the Outer
Circle Policy Unit says you can ’t really
tell -- well naturally -— but it ’s
‘difficult to believe in a figure of less than
five percent.’

As lon as people are led by theg  
‘example’ of enterprise, they will swindle
and fiddle and work overtime to their
accountants’ content, and the ‘black
economy’ will survive all the righteous
deprecation that social democrats can
summon. It’s not peculiar to Thatcher-
ism because it’s always been part of the
capitalist system. It will stop when it’s
no longer in people’s interest, when they
won’t have to steal from their employers
because they don’t have employers. It
will be nice not to have to.
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something nasty but endemic, but which
has a vague air of illicit excitement behind

. it. Words like ‘fiddling’ and ‘moonlighting’

Where’s the political fault in swindling an

_ At the level of the worker, pressed to
- survive on a low wage, earning, stealing or
I fiddling a bit on the side, it *5 fair enough.

K employed, whose potential work is taken
I I away. For well-organised labour is often

I . _'-if I] ,-

THE STATE has always tried to reinforce
feelings of worthlessness in the unemploy-
ed. Dole offices are designed to commun-
icate to the claimant that what is received
is a generous gift to those too idle or
incompetent to help themselves. You
wait in queues for hours, are given a
cloakroom ticket with a number which
won’t come up for another two hours,
and are finally called to a booth. The real
business starts at the Social Security. The
chairs are screwed to the floor, and you
face your interviewer through a pane of
glass. You are asked why you left your
last job, who you diare your flat with,
and, if you’re a woman, subject to hum
iliating interrogation about your relations
with men.

Of course, when you’re not working
you’re thought to have nothing better
to do. You’re certainly not supposed to
have any pride left. Older working men,
particularly, find themselves deprived
not only of financial security but also of
their standing in close-knit patriarchial
communities, of the place they meet
their mates, of company and self-esteem.

‘What do you do for a living ?’ is often
the first question we ask on being introd-
uced. Our passports state our profession. 5
But the idea that your job is a measure of

\

I

The resurgence of the work ethic and '
the doctrine of self help under the l
Thatcher government has gone hand in
hand with a savage attack on the Welfare
State. For the religion of gurus like Keith
Joseph and Milton Friedman is essentially
no different from that of the seventeenth
century Puritan who wrote that ‘As for
idle beggars, happy for them if fewer
people spent their foolish pity upon their
bodies, and if more shewed some wise
compassion upon their souls.’ e

The alternatives to work glorification
have hardly been looked at by the trade
unions and organised left in Britain. Mob-
ilising under the ‘Right to Work’ banner,
their necessary attentions to the economic
and social hardships of those facing
closure and redundancies, seem to have
precluded any serious examination of the
necessity or desirability of total full- time
employment. It has become another of
those questions like feminism, which have
-been coveniently shelved until ‘after the
revolution’.

But the fact remains that modern in-
dustrialised societies, particularly since
the arrival of microtechnology, do not
need anything near total full-time employ-
ment to sustain their material well-being.
Even by employing vast numbers of people

What you are is not an immutable truth- I in the unproductive jobs necessary to sus-
It is delibrately Probagated doetrine that tain the pointless and intricate acrobatics
coincides With the growth Of capitalism. ‘of finance, capitalism can no longer

In the sixteenth and seventeenth cen- fulfil this promise,
turies. the emerging bourgeoisie began to l If we look at a society like the Soviet
challenge the Old feudal Order. in an age Union, which maintains full employment
whenreligion was still the major ideological by bureaucratic and legal constraints, we
force, the challenge took a religious
guise.

Working through the Protestant
reformation, it was a movement of

find the same to be true. Factories in the
Ukraine are stockpiling hundreds of tract-
ors that nobody needs; they are simply
produced so that the workers can do some~.

ascetism, a belief that the individual was thing all day in a country where unemploy-
directly answerable to God, rather than ment is punishable by imprisonment. t
part of a supportive social structure. The The W0l'k ethie is s0 deeply ingrained I
ideology of work, thrift and self-
reliance was essential to the capitalist
mode of production. It absolved
the bourgeois of responsibility to help
any but themselves.

Capitalism needed this ideological
weapon to force people to acquiesce in
a system which was even less in their
interests than mediaeval feudalism.
Within its rigid hierarchy, feudalism
did at least provide a minimum
security within the community. The
growth of capitalism replaced this with
naked insecurity. It legitimised survival
by competition; for the weak and un-
fortunate there was starvation or the
workhouse.

To enslave people totally to such a

in our minds that many left organisations s
consciously or unconsciously subscribe to -
it. ‘

While we need to campaign for the
right to a decent living, and while, under
capitalism, this regrettably means the
right to be a wageslave, the left must see
its way beyond the absurdity of eight
hours a day of everybody’s time — not
because it’s necessary but because it’s
good for their souls. We .must fight for
stronger claimants unions, for a better
Welfare state, for men to take on house-
work, for shorter working hours and
increased leisure facilities. We must learn
from the women ’s movement and cherish
the personal. Otherwise What alternative
do we have to Margaret Thatcher’s suggest-

system meant referring to higher author- ion that we move to a strange town where
ity than materialist arguments could prov- we have no friends or relatives in return
ide. Only the word of god had the
charisma to devote whole societies to an
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IN 1932 I became unemployed after two
and-a-half years as a ten-shillings-a-week a
office boy. My father had been a self-
employed ships’ scrap merchant. But after I
the 1926 strike less and less shipping came
into Cardiff docks and so it was impossible
for him to earn a living. e

Not entitled to dole, he received a o o
15-shilling (7 5p) food voucher each week. a
A younger sister was earning 10 shillings a
week in a laundry and I received 7s 6d
(37%p) dole. There were three other
children under 14, our mother having died
in the aftermath of a seventh pregnancy
in 1929.

Rent was 12s 6d a week. The food
voucher could cover only bare essentials:
bread, margarine, flour, sugar, tea, etc. AS B I '
Grocers were forbidden to exchange the . R TAIN Shdes back to the
voucher for luxuries. Some weeks the blttgr days of the 19305» Bob Troft
chain shop manager would relent and allow reminds us just how bad it was l

i kt f b' 't d f t f . ‘and wonders» do we have to
ioneibf th% girl helpers in the local ibakery ience Such grim reality in every
,an'd if she served us we were able to get generation to keep our socialist
‘more cakes than buns in a twopenny bag principles in focus?
of stale pieces.  

At one time, the only clothes I had I : I
were a pair of trousers given by a friend on it, the last Salea
and a laeket given by an unole. and a I learned later that the lad was going
couple of 3s 6d Marks 8: Spencer shirts. 3 married Sister and the man into e
The children were issued with boots, the wot-kheuSe_
leather uliloers of which Were Punohed One clerk at the Parish Office had
With holes. as a sign to Pawnbrokers not previously been an insurance collector
to aeoept them- We Were no better or who had been sacked for fiddling the i

, Worse off than most of the neighbourhood. books. It was gallina for this man to h ld
Authority seemed to take pleasure in i Sway Over ye-LL Onesmerning a mameg

our degradatlon- You had to say ‘no Workii man with four children in front of me
to a usually pompous clerk before being I went to draw his dole fret. some reasofi
allowed to sign the claim form for the dole. the benefit had been 5-Itepped The clerk
A good deal of vicious cat-and-mouse play Said to him: “Nil desperandurn” He asked

» took place. Clerks could review the means what that f-meant and en being tdld some
i test» Virtually on the sPot- frequently thing he went berserk andlea t th i
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threatening the workhouse Gradually counter and beat u the I kprlwh 9 -ll' . _ p_ c er . e ti
some I:ieoPIEe leielgfied tgi eaIt their gtuff and went flying; the police were called and
agree 0 su mi eir ami ies to t 1S the ma 1 d - s
degradation; then the clerks would give in mentalliiiiavsigitziil. away andilater Sent to ai
and pass the claim. Of course this was not The large city stijj provided amuse-
always the oase- rlnember Viyidly that a ments that helped retain sanity. Tliere
few doors away llyed a man fallen on hard would be crowds of 300 to 400 for each
gllefigohfiisrgrlggigegdaalrldi f;)a¢lt_rti]t)3;)Lgtr;<g\;eI:";1nP- of thle free Wednesday League football Three million of 115 could have
I I k.n out 5f the bedroo . d ' mate es '"‘ With several games Playing written books on the Thirties. Perhaps
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ability to smoke as a sign of scrounging
on the state by the unemployed. In fact,
one cigarette could give more relief to the
nerves, and at 1d for two, was cheaper
than a cooked meal, but you had to be
deft to ration out a supply. Woodbines
were sold in open-topped packets of five,
so that by using two fingers carefully,
one cigarette could be extracted from a
pocket without it becoming apparent to
equally desperate friends what your store
was.

The stock of the city library facilit-
ated all my reading during these years.
Another way of passing the time inform-
atively was weekly attendances in the
public gallery of the law courts, which
were crowded, out with debtors. There
were innumerable cases of the Premier
Cheque Company against Jones, Thomas,
Evans. The double iniquity of this
company was that it issued its loans
through door-to-door brokers at the
interest rate of 2s 6d in the £, but when
using the cheques in shops another
shilling in the £ had to be added for the
proprietor, over and above the cost for
those paying in cash.

Humour played its part in our sur-
vival. Men could still joke about their
plight. If you asked, ‘lad they found
work, they would answer; “No thanks”.
One man jokingly told me he had asked
the foreman of a road gang if he could
give him a start. The foreman looked him
up and down and replied: “Yes, lad, I’ll
give you 10 in 100 and beat you any day.”

The council found work for some men,
who had been out of work the longest —
three, four or five years; six months’ work
and then others were given the chance. In
those days casual labourers_ were sent I
home if itrained heavily and of course
you lost the pay in those hours. One man
I knew on this scheme was working
diverting a stream. This meant smashing
up concrete beds with sledghammers and
a pickaxe while standing in about two
feet of water. This man told me what a
good foreman he had. “He lets us go on
working no matter how hard it rains.”
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ABUSE of language may not be our rulers’
greatest crime against the people, but
since their use of words is so different
from ours, it’s as well to establish a couple
of instances before we proceed. So for
“work” read “be employed by capital”;
for “voluntary”, read “forced”.

Put the words together and “volun-
tary work” - which to any free-thinking
person should mean “putting effort into
something you do of your own accord”
— comes out as “being compelled to put
effort into something without the reward
that labour has foug t to get for it”.

As such it is one of the most exciting
fantasies in the Tory wet dream, and Tory
“wet” James Prior (perhaps that’s where
another abuse of the language comes
from) was fantasising happily when he
mused on his ideas to set the long-term
unemployed “working voluntarily” to

obviously so during the pay strikes of
197 8/79 — we won’t plunder the language
further by abusing Shakespeare — when
people like the Prime Minister’s wife were
rushing to scab in the hospitals, though
not so enthusiastically in the graveyards
or on the refuse rounds, one noticed —
but even earlier the NHS unions had come
to an agreement with the Volunteer
Centre, which co-ordinated the various
charities in the field, on just what volun-
teers can and can’t do. This agreement
Prior wants to smash.

There are reactionary elements in the
voluntary sector that would co-operate.
And it’s not such a great extension of the
much-vaunted “job creation” schemes
run by Labour governments, either. Labour
on the cheap, undercutting unions, getting
young peop e to “earn” the £19 a week
t hey would almost be entitled to as ben-

E

to be maintained by the state while
carrying in real voluntary, socially useful
work, for which capitalists are never going
to pity, that would be grand.

owever, the system doesn’t work like
that. For a start, if you leave a job of your
own will you are “fined” six weeks’ UB,
and can have your Supplementary Bene-
fit docked. Then, to receive UB you have
to be available for employment by capit-
alists. Which means you must do nothing.
People on the dole who are discovered
doing full-time voluntary work, for a
charity, for community groups, even for
friends, can have their benefit stopped.
Sometimes just for a day; but if you I
don’t turn up to sign on, of course, to
prove in person that you aren’t doing
anything, you lose a whole week’s money.

Thousands of people, of course, get
away with it. Not just those rejected by

a Commons select committee in July. Ieft, was supposed to be greatly progressive. capital, but those who choose not tolbe
In real language, the idea sounds so

satisfying, putting sadly idle hands to a
They were volunteers! (What choice did
they have‘2_ And they were being trained

socially useful purpose and “solving” in skills! ( o use precisely how?) (To
the unemployment problem all in one go, Iprovide a cheap source of skilled labour,
that the hostile reaction it got must have that’s how.)
woken him with a start.

You’ll recall it was his side-kick, Lord
At least the Tories’ logic is better.

They’re not now pretending there are
Gowrle, who actually gave the game |“jobs” to go to. They’ve always penalised
away by admitting the element of com- the long-term “unemployed” for not tak
pulsion that should be introduced. This
had the result of preventing the announce-
ment of definite plans, which the govern-
ment had hoped to make before the end
of the session on August C8. But the truth
is that his widely publicised “gaffe” —
there goes another one —- didn’t make
any real difference at all.

For the aim isn’t so much to make the
idle productive as to get work done with-
out pay. Even if the work isn’t to be
“compulsory”, it is still work that the
workers don’t choose, and which others
should be doing. Specifically, the plan
is an adjunct to public spending cuts: to
layoff public service workers and have
their tasks performed by the unemployed
for levels of benefit well below the
union-negotiated pay rates. To cut
employment, lower wage rates and
weaken the unions.

And in case anyone thinks that’s just
a fantasy — it’s already happening. Un-
noticed by the national media, there has
been a dispute going on at Torbay Hospit-
al in Devon where staff members of the
Confederation of Health Service Employ-
ees (COHSE) have been refusing to sign
NHS contracts compelling them to work
with volunteers. The reason: these volun-
teersare performing the jobs of hospital
ancillaries laid off because of the cuts.
The contracts were part of a policy
announced in a DHSS circular last
November, that it would be a condition of
employment in the NHS that staff agree
to work with volunteers, whatever they
are doing.

The use of volunteers — mostly the
bored middle class rather than the long-
term jobless, so far —— is already a very
touchy subject in the health service. It was
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ing jobs. Now it will be for not doing
“voluntary work”. That’s what Gowrie 1
actually Said! “Cut their benefit”. ‘should be paid to do. Voluntary work, not

Now, if the Tories meant what their jfor capital and not for the state, but .
words mean, that would be fine. If people
who either rejected employment by lmore people should be doing. Is Mr Prior
capitalists, or were rejected by them, were

‘WE KNOW they won’t get a job when
they leave. They know it and so does the
Northern Ireland Office. We just keep
them off the streets for a while.’ The
Belfast Technical College conveniently
straddles the sectarian divide, half way be-
tween the start of the Falls and the
Shankill. It used to turn out hundreds of
Protestant apprentices for the shipyard,
and dozens of Catholics for the textile
industry. No more.

The shipyard, for a century the mam-
stay of the economy, now employs just
over 7,000 people, compared with 25,000
20 years ago. It only employs anyone be-
cause of £105 million of investment poured
in from Westminster. If the shipyard
closed, unemployment, currently at
70,000, would go up by ten percent.
The recent announcement of a tanker
construction order ackowledges the threat
of an unemployed Protestant working
class rather than any need $0 add 130 all
already glutted world tanker market.

And textiles‘? Forget textiles. Pro-
duction in the first four months of the
1 .r'-:8‘

Q‘ :~ i -

employed. A most positive decision.
People who are working in the community .
or for other claimants, or producing lefty
magazines; all much more valuable ways
of spending time for society than hiring
themselves out to an employer to churn I
out useless products, joining the armed I
forces — or doing nothing.

“Work” is not just “productive” effort
that brings a return on capital. “Voluntary”;
is not doing for free what someone else l

against them, and for the people, is what a

about to encourage this‘?

year fell by 12.1 percent, and employers,
large and small, were laying off workers ,
and shuttin u shop despite the availa- ’8 P '
bility of the cheapest labour in the EEC. '
The Technical College will open again in
the autumn, despite a rundown of teache
teachers caused by spending cuts, but
the only students likely to get jobs are the
TV repair apprentices and the nurses.

Unemployment is nothing new,
particularly for Catholics. Ten years ago,
when it stood at just 3.5 percent in the
UK, it was over 7 percent in Northern
Ireland. And that overall figure obscured
patches as high as 40 percent in parts of
Derry. Today, with the UK figure at
6.6 percent, Northern Ireland’s has gone
over 12 percent. And in some parts, like
Ballymurphy, the sprawling estate in
north-west Belfast, it’s over 50 per cent
for adult males. Women’s unemployment
is harder to assess because of under-
registration.

Life like that is very raw. Even an V
apprenticeship is something to dream
about, let alone a job afterwards. W
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Just on the top of Ballymurphy there’s
a patch of green belt. A few years ago a
group of community workers and priests, ,0
alarmed at the lack of work in the area, a
cajoled and bullied their way through the ~
regulations to set up small factories. It
wasn’t much but it was a start. Mysterious-
ly one of them burnt out, then another, J
and another. The local authority obstruct-
ed repairs and development, the electricity
was turned off. Then overnight the Army
moved in and turned the place into a I
fort. Now it houses the unemployed of ~
Newcastle and Cardiff, training their >
guns on the unemployed of Ballymurphy. :

A recent report by the management A
consultants, Cooper Lybrand, suggested
that up to 100,000 people will be out of 5
work by the end of this year. Others say
it will be 80,000; the equivalent for the
UK of 3 to 4 million. Unemployment,
for so long a means of controlling the
Catholic working class, is hitting the
loyalists too. And it hurts them cruelly,
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accustomed as they are tg relative priv-
ilege. If the shipyard goes that will be
the end.

Ireland’s economy served the Empire
well, its products fitting neatly into the
grand design. The peasantry of the
south grew the flax for the textile industry
of the north, whose yards built the ships
for the imperial trade routes (and the war-
ships to defend them). Ireland’s sons
manned the outposts of Empire, in a
thousand boiler rooms and gunrooms.
Engineering and textiles flourished, and
even after the uprising, Irish artisans turne
to the new age of the aircraft. It was a
sordid set-up, but at least it made a profit
and rarely hit the headlines.

But times have changed, not simply be-
case of the IRA’s campaign, which has
helped to stop virtually all serious invest-
ment since 1970, but because things-Tno
longer work that way. Northern

(Continued on page 13)
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RAGGED
TRADE

UNEMPLOYMENT among Bengali
youths around Brick Lane runs at a
staggering 50%. The collapse is in
the clothes industry where they have
traditionally found employment.
The Bangla Deshi Workers Associ-
ation blames the govermnent’s
economic policy. Higher-interest
rates on loans and high VAT are
squeezing out the small traders.

Vocational training and language
centres could help these people
fmd employment in other trades;
but so far no adequate facilities
have been provided. At the moment,
the future of Bengali youths in the
area looks grim.

. _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-. .-. .-. .-. . . . . . . .-. - , . . - t - - - . . -_-_-_-_-_-_~_v_|_-_-_-_-_-_-_\_'.'_*_*.'_'_'.' ‘.'.'.‘.'.'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

‘I used to employ 35 people, now I have
work for only 16 people. That also is not
on a regular basis. Next week you will find
us closed. Chain shops like C&A have comple-
tely stopped doing business with us.’

Mr S Rahman of Roystar Fashions Ltd is
typical of the small clothing manufacturers
in the Brick Lane area of East London. Within
the last year most of the small shops have gpne
out of business. The existing factories survive
by cutting back drastically on workers. Over-
time and part-time work is non-existent. Most
shops have had to resort to price cuts. Mr
Barrister Ali of Zahir Fashions sells his gar-
ments at 30% less than last year.

‘The textile industry has been invaded by
cheap foreign goods,’ says Mr M. Naway of
Wink Leather Ltd. ‘The production costs of
these goods are very little and we cannot
compete with them.’

Rohan Jayawardene.
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At one of these sessions, a paper was readI ' _

' out identifying the ‘Primary Needs’ of
a I human bein s. This crude cholo ,8 P53’ gy

intended to develop the sales acumen of
the staff baldly displayed the elitist,- ‘ i ’ 1 .. .

7 I sexist values of business practice. Under
I the headings ‘Self Assertion and Ego

Drive’, ‘Sex Drive’ and so on,'it listed

quietly. ‘Chris,’ she said. ‘Can you
go downstairs to Iain Laughland’s-
office? You know where it is, don’t
you?’ Thirty minutes later, writes
Chris Schiiler, I’d been ‘dismissed
from the company’s service,

1'HI$ IS A FAwi-Y nan.
we LIKE PEOPLE 10 FEEL 1'HE‘/_BELONq.
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BENN BROS LTD publish a number of
trade
Trades Journal and Cabinet Maker are
amongst their titles — which chronicle the
exploits of entrepreneurs and
multinationals, commercial dinners,
deaths and retirements. They exist purely
for the sale of advertising.

The hundred year old family firm is a
survival of the Victorian Nonconformist
philanthropic tradition. Weighed down
under a stifling paternalism, the firm
today is one of the largest non-unionised
trade publishing house in the country,
paying wages well below union houses
like IPC. Many staff are expected to work
unpaid overtime on a regular basis, and
the firm do not consider themselves
obliged to pay redundancy or relocation
expenses when they transfer their
operations from Fleet Street to
Tonbridge next year. Holidays and sick-
ness benefit are substandard, health and
safety and fire precautions shoddy, staff
facilities non-existent.

On top of all this, there was heavy
pressure to subscribe to the company’s
ideology. It wasn’t enough to do your
job, collect your pay and piss off home.
You had to eat, sleep, breathe and shit
Benn Bros Ltd. I used to lay out the
ciasified pages on Timber Trades
and because this involved close working
with the telesales staff, I could observe
the pressure put on them to conform.
The ones who kept their noses clean were
made ‘section leaders’. The position
carries about as much responsibility as
being school monitor, but the idea was to
make people think they were on the first
rung of management, turning them from
workmates into rivals.

‘I
|

attributes such as ‘power’ ‘social status’The office manager had come in . . . . . ’and position , good looks’ and ‘the sense
of being masculine or feminine’. This
highly manipulative approach might seem
odd with the old fashioned, ‘fatherly’
image the firm likes to project, but once
one sees behind the philathropic talk to
the self interest it rationalises, the
contradiction vanishes.

Because of the nature of their job,
sales staff got it worst, but this pressure
affected all of us. We had to believe in the
firm and its products: ‘I have yet to find,’
the firm ’s president writes in the centenary
magazine, ‘the packer—up of books who is
not excited by the labels, addressed to all
the countries of the world, he sticks on
his parcels and is proud to know that the
books will reach their buyers undamaged,
so skillfully have they been packed.’

WE DO I(LL
NE QMTO

HEP $1AFF

HAPPW!

By the time I left, however, the staff’s
faith in the firm was crumbling. The
management, worried by the worsening
industrial situation — Benn’s shares fell
from 79p a year ago to 53p this June -
shifted the pressure onto the staff. In the
financial year 1977/78, 33p of every £ of
sales revenue went on salaries; the
following year the figure was down to
28p. There was general disappointment
with the June pay rise. (Most people got
less than 10%) Staff who left were not
replaced, and those who took on their
work were not compensated.

Staff morale became an urgent item on
the management agenda. The pep talks,

‘U-.__. . ._ ___ __

The staff treated it with the contempt
it deserved. Some laughed, some threw it
in the bin, most didn’t bother to read it.
‘It’s pathetic to see them trying to cheer
themselves up with this centenary,’ one
friend said to me.

I couldn’t resist the temptation to take
the piss, and produced an alternative
version. The remark about the depression
struck me as particularly offensive, and I
changed it to ‘Remember the poor were
dying in the streets when Benns
celebrated its 50th anniversary!’

I pinned copies to the notice board.
People giggled furtively as they read
them, enjoying the atmosphere of
conspiracy. ‘Ooh, there’s going to be a
witch-hunt over this,’ someone said.

The management didn’t see the joke.
The chairman saw a copy, a few phone
calls were made, and by Monday morning
the predicted witch-hunt was on. Staff

were asked if they knew whodunnit.
Samples were taken from all the
typewriters and compared with the
leaflet. On Wednesday afternoon I was
sent to see the director responsible for
my department. As I entered, the
company secretary told me that this was
a disciplinary hearing.

‘We have reason to believe,’ Laughland
said, waving the offending document,
‘that you were responsible for this.’ A
former rugby international with cold little
eyes and a red beefy neck, his soft-

IF new .l>oN'T Luce rr,
we FIRE -ram!

spoken manner carries a hint of restrained
violence.

He talked at some length about being
part of a serious enterprise, of discipline
and morale- My joke was damaging to the
firm because it might inspire disrespect in
some members of staff.

the hushed gatherings behind locked ’ ‘It’s quite plain from certain passages
d°°1‘$. became m0!-'9 f1'°ql1eI1t- A new ‘ what your attitude to the company is.
assistant manage!‘ W38 b1‘0l1 ht int0 | Why,’ he said, his impatience suddenlyS
Central Classified to work alongside the
staff, sound out their needs and cheer the
place up a bit.

The Friday before I was sacked, a
letter ‘To All Staff From The Chairman’
announced the start of the firm’s
centenary. Amidst the usual miasma of
self-deception of the capitalist who thinks
he’s doing the world a favour, a note of
anxiety had crept in: i

‘Let us enjoy our Centenary. Let us
also draw inspiration from it to make it a
year of renewed opportunity despite the
dreary news about the state of business.

Weekly training sessions, at which Remember the country was in the throes
senior management were often present, of a much deeper recession when Benns
furthered the process of indoctrination. celebrated its 50th anniversary!’
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showing, ‘if everyone behaved the way
you do, this place would be chaos in a
week. Under the circumstances, I . . .
well, we’re going to have to dismiss you,
Mr Sch'filer.’.

I was to leave that afternoon. Back in
my office I was reluctantly drawn into a
conversation with Val, the office
manager. ‘I’m sorry it had to end like
this,’ she said. ‘You will go away with
some good thoughts of us, won’t you?’
She’d always had a soft spot for office
rebels . . . up to a point.

I cycled away down Holborn with no
job and a feeling of exhilaration. It was a
sunny afternoon and I was going home-
early.
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| point of production and falls fiat on its

Q0“
i unrecognised and utterly unintended

‘ victories of Stalinism.
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WHILE unemployment in the West is still
only a curse of the working class, in the
East it has; already become a punishable
crime.‘ In those countries where the right
to work has been won, work has become
a duty for everyone.

To some, this might sound perfectly
reasonable — almost the Final Solution
to the problem of industrial relations.
The catch, of course, is hidden in the word
itself: “work”. Work as defined by whom?
In countries where capitalists have been
replaced by the state and competition has
ceased to operate normally, the state can
easily afford to employ everybody, and it j
fully intends to do so.

Y .
i (at least) two occupations. One is a I
l profession, the other a vocation. They

give as little as they can to their profession |
and as much as they can to their vocation.
Professions allow the planned economy
to operate and survive, they determine

--—' --"'

Practicall all East Europeans have

!0ll ork L4.
three years ago the Czechoslovak regime
set up a special industrial secret police
to report on workers seen to be slacking.
So far it has had little success in raising
productivity.

Apart from the hidden unemployment,
there is also a significant number of people
who decide to cross the line of conformity
completely, refusing the right of duty to
work for the state ' and becoming unem-
ployed more openly (see Leveller No 9).

In the absence of Social Security
benefits, they tend to become more in-
tegrated in the underground economy.
They have to play constant hide-and-seek
with the police, who are entrusted by

’ - ' ' d ' the state with the duty of work enforce-
Thus ’i’.’e Stat? ""‘§":"t"’l5- aggcfitgis°1' j,f§,§§’,f,’§’1°.§ii’§i i;L(l)pt(i1r:t(II1Li::0ll§g}?.nVOg(i;€l0nS ment. It is of course doubly difficult for

defitfgyg thvéoé htafio’ 1.533: “fol-k while give rise to the second (underground) those who choose, in addition, to trespass
re 31 9 . t. gn additional right. the economy, where ordinary laws of supply on the state’s sacred fields of ideology —
appropna mg a ' W k h lh ve ‘and demand operate. This system, the $0-Called d1$$1d9I1t$-
fight t-0 emote?‘ It‘ (-in 8?’ W 0 a etitive ‘ functioning happily alongside the EV91'Yh0dY in Eastern EUYOPB must
beeri llbefihedl lhchliir l'i’:‘l%1i‘i‘{ell3n%1g€i)0nli)1 turn ‘planned One, also has its own ideological carry an identity certificate at all times.hass es Dub] eclilained to the ;'nachine' they I, superstructure and recycles the currency, It is a booklet of about 15 to 20 pages,
Egg bgcorgé pawns for S0cial.ism!s ’ ; giving it its 1-ea} va_]ue_ _ L looking exactly like a passport, though
planners and in return they have got job
security of a rather dubious kind. How
can job security ever be dubious, one
may ask. When, as in this case, it depends
entirely on one single value (not exactly
unknown in the West either): conformity.

Workers doubly alienated from their

lsewhere however The work ethic breaks

ideology is exposed as farce right at the

face. It is one of the most glorious, most

qlpeedcafeMikeCr
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History has delivered to the Eastern
Europeans the duty and the pleasure of
work in two separate packages of half
the critical mass, clearly marked:
‘Highly explosive on joining’._ , g

When a'Westerner asks the inevitable
borin uestion: “What do ou do?”

labour in this way find their own liberation
Idown and‘ the job itself becomes the last I

thing to be taken seriously. The ruling I

Q ‘$1 Y
the Eastemer becomes confused arid has
to answer with another question: What
do you mean‘? Do you ask what I do for
living or what I do for liking‘? What I
have to do, or what I actually do?”
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII::::::::

(Continued from page 11)
Ireland is stuck at the edge of the EEC, a
relic of a byegone age. Now funding from
Britain, at a billion pounds a year — or
£400 from every income tax payer (not a
figure you hear from Tory platforms too
often) -— amounts to a third of the
province’s income. And 0116 ill hihe Of
the employed population works in or for
the security services.

Much of the investment that has been
attracted — record decks and sports cars —
is technologically intensive, low on labour
and likely to peter out in l5 years.

On the Tories’ balance sheet, a billion
a year, or 2 percent of CNP, is just no
longer worth the return; little more than
an army trained for riots and street
fighting. So Northern Ireland Secretary
Humphrey Atkins’ apparent ‘soft line’ —
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When this seemingly schizoid behaviour
of individuals is multiplied into its social
dimensions, it produces a variant of un-
employment peculiar to the East Europ-
ean type of society. It is a hidden (or
virtual) unemployment stemming from
the simple fact that — by common
agreement —# everyone devotes the mini-
mum effort to their job, sparing all their
energy for their vocation. Every known
and unknown method of passive working
class resistance is ceaselessly applied;
together with absenteeism and massive
pilfering,

The Czechs have a saying: “If you are
not stealing from the state you are stealing
from yourself.”

If it were ever possible to quantify this
type of unemployment, it would be

serving effectively as a labour book. To
be caught on the street without one can
earn you a minimum of overnight deten-
tion.

The first thing the police check is the
“visa” pages, which are dated and stamped
by your employer. If you are caught -
without an employer you are liable to
be charged with “parasitism” which can I
can'y a heavy jail sentence, especially on
a second offence. Naturally it is only the
official employer recognised by the state
that the police look for as your visa to
a legal citizen’s existence. A vocational
occupation cuts no ice. You may be an
artist working 18 hours a day, but if you
don’t happen to be recognised by the
state as such, you remain an unemployed
parasite, ripe to swell the ranks of a

measured not in figures of jobless people, prisonlabour anny.
but in numbers of stolen work-hours. 11; is only natural that people use all
The regime can do nothing about it, kinds of fuses including forged employer’s
apart from never-ending and never-effect-
ive exhortations to workers to increase
their productivity. The only thing that
does succeed is “material incentives”
(a Newspeak phrase for temporary,
unguaranteed wage increases) . About

| —‘. _¢--yji ' K —i 1 I '

his comparatively lowlevel of rhetoric
and his new ‘political initiative’ -— makes
sense. Protestant unemployment is now
an unavoidable strategy if Britain is t0
stay. And the message is spreading fast
up the Shankill, where people who’ve
worked loyally all their lives are finding
that their Orange Order membership no
longer guarantees a job.

The Republic is now the north’s most
important trading partner. Trade was
£212 million last year, and both sides
identify cross-border trade as their most
promising growth area. The economy of
the South is now far more modern, and
has more international capital — including
British — tied up in it. The economy of
the North is in terminal decline. If world
trade picks up again, the South will grow,
and the North won’t.
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stamps and ficititious or nominal employ-
ments in order to escape the enferced net
of alienated labour that the East _Etl1'0P-
ean systems have spread over then‘
populations. I31_mH uml

The Provos argue that although their
supporters don’t benefit materially from
the industrial collapse, their organisation
does. Unemployment ensures there is no
shortage of volunteers. And more and m°1'°
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loyalists are being forced by the Crisis t0
see themselves as part of an Irish economy,
rather than an offshoot of the British.

North and South, the post-colonial
bourgeoisie, who see Ireland as a useful
toehold in the EEC, are in practice already
operating an all-Ireland policy. The
recession is hastening that process. And
unemployment on such an enormous scale
across the Province, which will be increased
by continuing cuts in the public expend-
iture on which the Northem economly
has become totally reliant, will force
nationalist and loyalist working classes
closer together. Dave Clark
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IT WAS advertised as a conference of
London Women’s liberation. I was
prepared for a noisy tearful plenary, or
report-back, but reasonably optimistic
about the workshops where I assumed
that most of the tendencies within the
women’s movement would be represented
and most of the constructive work of the
conference would take place. I was wrong
on both counts.

There were sessions where you could
have reasonably expected to find socialist
feminists — ‘Women and Nuclear Power’, |
‘Working Class Women’, Women and
Nuclear Disarmament’. Women and
Economic Class’. It’s also true that I
recognised at least ten socialist feminists
amongst the 500 women at the con-
ference.But the politics of revolutionary
feminism dominated the conference .

Perhaps because I used'to live in a
house identified by a banner proclaiming
Sisterhood is Powerful and also because I
was surprised and upset by the
barracking of sisters at the T.U.C.
abortion demonstration in London, I
went to the session on ‘What Happened
to Sisterhood?’

We had got to the point of agreeing
that the euphoria of the early days of the
movement had worn off when a woman,
not from London, at her first conference,
suggested that if sisterhood was so
elusive, why didn’t we just scrap it and
stop trying to paper over the cracks.
After an embarassing silence we moved to
the anecdotes that have always been the
basis of consciousness-raising. But unlike
any other c-r I have ever been involved in
the oppressors were other women.

There is an inescapable logic in the
revolutionary feminist view that women
who bear and rear male children are
simply entertaining the enemy. One

 

HOW do you spell “women”?This was the sort of question that dominated
cared for her Son and at times needed i0 the London Women’s Liberation Movement conference last month. Reeling
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take him with her to women,“ even“ from a heavy dose of revolutionary feminism, Liz Storey was unimpressed
on by told-you-so responses from the Left.“They seem to say ‘Not only have y

produced this male rapist, but you’re also
imposing this male rapist (of three or four
years old) on us’. I just tell them to Fuck
Off.”

Despite the sympathetic murmurs,
there was a very strong feeling that the
way this woman had been treated, as an
individual case, was wrong and unsisterly
but that the general analysis was correct.
So much for the politics of experience.
By this time I was feeling much more like
an observer than a participant

Determined to find something
concrete where our differences could be
submerged in action I sought out the
‘Women in Armagh’ session.
Unfortunately ‘Why We Are Revolution-
ary Feminists’ had been moved to the
same time slot and only about 20 women
were in the room. An Irish woman told
again of the conditions of the women in
prison and why they were on protest (see
Leveller 39). But soon anger at the lack
of response to the calls for support and
solidarity surfaced.

“They (British Women’s movement)
say that we’re not feminists. They say
we’ve been taken in by the Provos that
it’s a male struggle . . . they think that
Irish women are just stupid’

“They say we aren’t strong enough on
abortion . . . But for us it’s a war
situation, if you’re living in a ghetto wait-
ing for the next raid, for your kids to be

ut into care for ou to be carted off. - . P , Y - - -woman descrlbed how she had given up . then W8 a Struggle for survival and you
‘Tm her tW° Small S°nS,b°°a“Se ‘the i don’t havetime for Sunday afternoon
culture was mo much and because She abortion marches” (In fact there is an
wanted to spend more of her energy onwomen She Said that she had had effective network for bringing women
nothin but su ort from revolutionary to Britain for abortion.) “Their attitude isE PP . . .

' ' . B th k f th ' just plain raclst. _ _ _
fffmleifigsrejgcttgiluiay ?:i§i)e(i's’eb(ecauEepsalilel A proposal that we go en mas;-,9 to the l beglnnmg to get heated on the revolut1on- ,
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other workshops and demand support for
the prisoners was abondoned as likely to
be counterproductive, but it was decided
that a strong appeal be made to the
report-back the next day.

The report-back consisted of three
minute reports from the 43 workshops
held. No resolutions were to be put and
no votes were taken, an unnecessary pre-
caution, taken in the interests of unity.
Several workshops simply didn’t happen,
like ‘Women and Economic Class} others
simply reported that this was an
important issue and should be discussed
further, ‘All Women Creches at Confer-
ences’, or that another conference would
be held, ‘Lesbian Feminists.’ '

The other reports reflected the
self-obsession of the participants.
Speaking for women from other countries
in the movement in London, one woman
referred to the way that women in
imperialist countries were unaware of the
benefits they gained from the oppression
of the neo-colonies. “But didn’t you talk
about the personal experience of being in
a strange country?” she was asked.
Slightly embarrassed she took pains to
reassure the worried sisters on this point,
and we moved on to the next report.
Another report on ‘Women and Nuclear
Power was queried because, despite the
importance for the issue, it was
potentially ‘diversionary from the real
feminist issues’. The working class women
had apparently discussed how they felt
put down in the movement.

The ‘rapist’s mother’ tried to air her
grievance but was cut off by the three
minute rule, as was a discussion that was
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ary feminist session. Despite appearances
women don’t hate other women they just
feel anger; hatred is reserved for men.
The strong appeal for support for the
women in Armagh was made; “those
women are fighting the British state and
the British army, which are male insti-
tutions” but the discussion was
effectively stopped by the woman who
had described the revolutionary feminist
session as “Shocking”, now very upset
and stating baldly that there were other
women who felt the same way she did
but didn’t have the courage to speak out
and be treated as she had been. Time ran
out and after one more brief report all
that was left was to clean up the hall.

The significant aspect of the confer-
ence was really what wasn’t said or
discussed. It was the first general confer-
ence I’ve been to where there was no
discussion or workshop on abortion, none
on rape, none on the welfare state and no
discussion of the demands of the l

9women s movement. It seemed as though
these issues had lost their relevance and ‘Own theoretical P0$iti0I‘-- Thflt’S H reaction

practical action. Often in the past
initiatives have come from radical
feminists, who have had an uncompro-
mising and relatively uncomplicated
analysis , but now, given an understand-
able reluctance to actually put the theory
into practice and go out and kill men, it
seems that much time and energy will be
spent debating at what age male children
should be handed over to the patriarchs.

Some of my friends, sisters, have tried
to dissociate themselves from the
separatists by identifying themselves as
simply marxists or socialists, but this
seems to be a disassociated from the
women’s movement itself and merely
sidesteps the problem. While there is an
argument that no marxist in the late
twentieth century can ignore, or not be
involved in, the struggle against
patriarchy and be taken seriously as a
socialist, this is an argument better used
in debates with recalcitrant comrades
than in debates with women for whom
socialism could mean anything from the
Labour Party to the conditions in the
Soviet Union.

We shouldn’t react to revolutionary
feminism’s withdrawal into doctrinaire
separatism with a withdrawal into our

gjnce gggjaljst feminists had ’ that glV9S CI'9d8I'lC9 l§O llht? claim that
abandoned the field there was nobody I socialists have never taken the women’s
there to raise the issues. Perhaps living in i movement seriously. We didn’t adopt
the south and being predominantly = feminism lightly, and now we must take
middle class the women at the conference 1 up the question that was put at the
have been protected from the worst of conference of ‘What happened to sister-
the recession, but how they could be I hood?’ We need to discuss why we have
unaware of the situation of other women,
or if aware not respond to it is horrifying.

The revolutionary feminist position is
said to have developed to counter the
liberal trend of the movement and
because socialist feminists are seen, often
correctly, as theoreticists. But there was
no sense of urgency or of any need for
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fought for an autonomous women’s
movement and what were the unspoken
principles that enabled us to work
together. Sisterhood was neve_r just
feeling good around women; there have
always been differences in the analyses
of women’s oppression and these have
always led to argumen ut whereas
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in the past the politics emerged through
discussion of concrete struggles for
women in the world, and differences were
submerged in action, now it seems that
the energy has been turned inward and
relationships within the movement have
taken precedence over the objective of
liberation of women.

Attending what was supposed to be
a conference of London Women’s
Liberation and being confronted by an
unyielding purism was distressing,
but I was surprised and sickened to
notice signs of complacent smugness
amongst socialists I have talked to since.
I’ve felt this with men and women but
haven’t been able to say at the time why
I felt uncomfortable. The development of

: the revolutionary feminist position as the
I dominant one in the movement certainly
I isn’t something to gloat about. And it’s
v certainly not the proof of what some
i people have suspected all along -- that
feminism is diversionary from the main
struggles and should be dismissed.

It is possible that the effect of a
recession in which women are being hit
hard and some of the most reactionary
ideology about women’s place being in
the home is being thrown around_,com-
bined with the fear that the left’s
commitment to women’s liberation has
been self-interested and will diminish as
‘the crisis deepens} has contributed to
the emergence and appeal of the ultra-
(revolutionary) position. If we seriously
consider this then its obvious the left
can’t sign with relief that we no longer
have to concern ourselves with the
problem of an autonomous women’s
movement.

More than ever we need a strong
autonomous women’s movement. More

@- than ever we need to recognise that
' autonomy means independence not only
from crypto-stalinists trying to bring the

 women’s movement under the hegemony
of the revolutionary party of whatever

| tendency, but also from the oppressive
domination of one section of the
women’s movement, especially one which
seems to lead to an actual neglect of A
women’s struggles in the interests of

revolutionary purity.
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SHORT
NEWS
Fralid in
high places

A BANK manager, a solicitor and
a company director were recently
convicted of fraud at St.Albans
Crown Court. After sentencing
them the judge commended
Detective Constable Jack Beck
for his work on the case —
particularly as he was working
alone.

As the case involved three
pillars of the community, 29
charges and £800,000 it may be
wondered why only one police-
man should be dealing with it, and
a lowly Detective Constable at
that.

The answer is that there was
a curious reluctance at the top of
Bedfordshire Constabulary to
proceed with the case at all.

Beck was asked to investigate
the initial allegations and he
plugged on, despite lack of
enthusiasm from his superiors.
The comment on the allegations
and information that he turned
up was “Let them [the complain-
ants] take civil action.”

It was only after a local paper,
Bedfordshire on Sunday, took
HP the case that Beck was given
more support, although still
working on his own.

One of the nastiest charges
concerned an old people’s home
owned by a company in which
two of the defendants were
directors. They neglected to pay
the woman running it even the
pittance they had promised. When
she finally insisted they gave her
a thousand pounds. Director Paul
Beard then suggested he invest it
for her and she never saw a penny
of it again.

Despite the fact that the
Midland Bank initially supported
their manager, Ronald Starkey,
with the services of the best (all
right then, the most expensive)
law firm that money could buy,
Oswald Hickson, Collier, and
despite the company’s reluctance
to help, Beck got sufficient
information to sustain his case.

Why was no help given to
Beck? The accused solicitor,
Arthur Skinnard, was head of one
of the biggest practices in the
area and owned sea-going boats
on which a number of local
luminaries were known to take
trips. Starkey, thebank manager,
was a member of a local free-
masonry lodge which included a
JP and a retired police officer.

Beard alone had no friends in
high places. He drew a five year
sentence. Skiiinard got 30 months,
Starkey 18 months suspended.

l that are devoid of any news (cg
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Coming out - together
IT’S NOT often one goes to a
conference that’s about real
politics. The stale nostrums of
hardened politicos, polemical
tone and structurally produced
fear of participation usually soon

I see to that at the events I attend.
Mostly they’re frequented by
those people who sell ‘newspapers’

‘Albanian peasants gain 10% rise’)
I and who shout, scream and march
, their way into the political ghetto

inhabited by that wonderfully
- ambiguous and amorphous
" creature, the ‘British Left.’

So the Gay Youth Movement’s
founding conference provided a
refreshing change. Organised by
people from Birmingham,
Southampton and London, it was
a-weekend event attended by
nearly 100 young gay men and
lesbians. All were under 25, and_
most hadn’t reached the magic
age of 21 when gay males at- last
receive the keys to their own bed-
rooms. There were about 20
women, but unfortunately that

1 wasn’t enought to prevent the
I discussions from being male

‘ dominated.

THE DETERMINATION of the
BBC bosses to ingratiatc them-
selves with the police has been
demonstrated yet again. Presented
with an exclusive interview with
escaped gangster Charles Richard-
son -- the story every paper was
trying to get - their reaction was
to refuse to use it, and shop the
freelance journalist who’d got it,
Tony Van Den Bergh, to the
police.

It’ll be no surprise to Leveller
readers to learn that Dick ‘Francis
of the Yard’ Francis, the Director
of News and Current Affairs (DN
CA) took the final decision; nor
that he subsequently attempted
to justify it in lying, mealy-mouth-
ed terms to the weekly meeting
of BBC news and current affairs
executives.

The Leveller has covered so
much paper with quotations from
leaked minutes of these meetings
in the past that it’s with reluct-
ance wc present these extracts
from those for the meeting of
July 22:

DNCA referred to the circum-
stances duriiig which an interview
made by a non-assigned freelance,

I Tony Van Den Bergh, with the
escaped prisoner Charles Richard-

; son, had been referred to the
police by the BBC. DG (Sir Ian

I Trethowan, newly-knighted
I Director General) said the BBC
f had been bound to act as it did,
- since the freelance reporter had

falsely said that he was acting
for the BBC...

Peter Woon (Editor of News
and Current Affairs, Radio. and

However the ideas came from
personal experience rather than
the pages of Socialist Worker or
the Morning Star. In the varied
workshops and plenary sessions
there was honesty and enthusiasm
from those involved in projects
relating to their everyday lives
-- none of the tired workerism of
the guilty suburbanite here.
Familial pressure, discrimination,
harassment — all the oppressive
trappings of a patriarchal society
—- will not helpfully disappear
through sit-ins and demands for
‘nationalisation of the top 200

I .companies . Young gay politics is-
thus firmly anchored in action
now , centering around providing
social space and support for
those beginning the initially pain-
ful but ultimately self-liberating
process of coming out into a still
largely hostile world.

The specific problems of
lesbian and gay youth are
reflected in the objectives GYM
has adopted. Even within the gay
community these are considerable.
Drag and leather are part of a
culture that can often be mis-
ogynist and clubs like Heaven

I Dastardly Dick of the Beeb
therefore head of the department
that would have used the interview)
was uncomfortable at the idea of
giving the police the name of any
joumalist. Tony Bostock (the
Solicitor) said there was no legal
obligation, (Which one would have
thought a matter for the citizen
concerned). DNCA said the BBC
must not needlessly frighten away
unsolicited sources of information,
but those who made such unsoli-
cited approaches with material that
might be of interest to flie police
should be told that the BBC might
subsequently be required to furn-
ish evidence. Secondly there was
always the need to refer upwards
in this sort of case. John Wilson
(Editor Radio News) said that
it could hinder the BBC subsequ-
ently if it ‘shopped’ journalists to
the police but DG remarked that
it was important also to inhibit
people from using the BBC’s
name without justification. i

Thus the two top men,
Trethowan and Francis, imposed
on their reluctant executives their
total subservience to the state.
From neither was the imposition
surprising. Trethowan was attend-
ing that meeting to interfere with
the coverage of the Olympic (James,
which he had tried to stop altog-
ether; and Francis was fresh from
giving evidence to the Parliament-
ary committce investigating the
D Notice system of voluntary
media censorship. Hc had spoken
with conviction of the BBC’s -
deep commitment to the system.
Francis of the Yard is a mcmbcr
of the D Notice committee.

provide little for young gays, let
alone lesbians. Frequently we’re
seen as ‘chickens’ who can pull in
the older men who’ve plenty of
money and thus profit for club
owners.

The conference thus made
combatting sexism a high priority
-- unlike, for example, the
Campaign for Homosexual
Equality who only want precisely
what the name of the organisation
implies. And their middle-aged
‘tea party’ image was felt to be
hardly attractive for young gays.
Hence the provision of alternative
‘social events is vital -- and
London’s Icebreakers disco was
recogiiised-as an excellent
example.

At the moment only a few big
cities have clubs like the London
Gay Teenage Group and many
young people are thus left
isolated, unable to meet and gain
strength through others’ company F
and support. News of a new gay ‘
group in Glasgow was particularly
welcome and the importance of -
Rock Against Sexism was stated
repeatedly. ' -

But delegates didn’t want to -
opt out of other forms of politics
either (unlike, for example, the
tendency towards cultural
whiinpery of the straight ‘Men
Against Sexism’ brigade). A
conference for young lesbians
is being planned to combat GYM’s
male domination. The aim is to
re-establish the links between gay
men and women that existed in 1
the 61'-lily days of Gay Liberation Z
Front through a new tradition i
that fosters autonomy rather than
separatism. Whether this can be
done still remains to be seen -
sadly many gay men are still too
sexist for lesbians to feel able to
work with them.

For there were problems at-
the conference and it will take a
lot of time, energy and ideas to ,
change GYM into anything more I
than a mere abstraction -
constructed by a meeting.

But despite the difficulties
GYM faces, especially in the
present climate I went away -
hopcfifl. i

For it is possible that through. I
a pluralist approach which utilises -A
all the existing types of political i
activity -- from pamphlets to ;
pickcts, gigs and conferences —~ l
GYM may be able to make an j
impact, helping to transform A
traditional styles of activism. For
the gay movement is second only
to the women’s movement in
beginning that already. And many
young gays will not be content
with the Left adding gay and
youth liberation to the demands
of their socialist shopping list.
Wc’ll want to participate in that
process of redefining politics that
Beyond the Fragments has
catalysed on the Left.
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ONE OF THE legacies of colonial rule in West Africa
is the grand_western style in which some of the e
new rulers like to go about. The Organisation of
African Umty.(OAU), which once represented
African Socialism and concentrated on liberation
struggles, has a big annual summit conference.
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‘ILast year’s was staged in Liberia. £200 million e
out of an annual budget of £370 million, was
squandered on this beano, while thousands ::::' l
starved. Days later the Liberian people threw out H5‘
and killed their ruler, William Tolbert, and a " u
popular military regime took power under '
Sergeant Samuel Doe. This year’s conference, in
July, refused credentials to the new govermnent,
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even though a good number present had seized t
power in military coups. The conference was in
Sierra Leone. H O Nazareth takes up the story.

F At this year’s OAU summit, in weaponry,kept the locals away
reetowni Slem L901"-‘ii 111 Jilly, from the banquets and barbecues,from the patrols to ensure a smooth passage of ’

President Siaka Stevens repeated the
folly of last year’s prodigal spending.
He had 60 new villas, and the lavish
Mammy Yoko Hotel, built to house 21
OAU leaders and their hangers-on. The
bulk of the building contracts, at a cost
of over £40 million, went to the
Lebanese magnate Tony Yazbeck. The
running of the Mammy Yoko was
contracted to the Union Touristique
Hotelier of France. Other hotels were
refurbished and new roads linking OAU
venues laid at an unpublished cost.The
delegates, for the most part abondoning
national dress, sported mohair suits, or
tuxedos, with their wives decked out in
Parisian hautecouture.

Women from all over Africa were
enlisted to provide a sexual frisson,
dressed in mock Yves St Laurent. The
ubiquitous thugs of the State Security
Detachment with their penile bristle of
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neighbouring Guinea laid on border

bouquets and banks of flowers. Dancers,
in a travesty of Sierra Leonian culture,
and gu ards of honour in resplendent , 1-p
gear Sandhurst-style, lined a new apron of West Africa, made a donation of
at the airport to accomodate presidential M01195 300,000 (£150,000 at the |
jets. This imitation of colonial spectacles official exchange rate). Y }
added its own bizarre twist to a tragic This circus of the absurd fixed its r
Afriefln farce. big top in the capital of one of Africa’s A

The govennent-controlled press had most misruled and debt-ridden countries.
crowed over finances raised through loans But where was the bread for the people
and gifts. The French provided digital dying in the streets outside hospitals for
telephones, electronic landing gear, and the children picking up garbage to eat?
the engineers to set it up. The British If the Freetwon unemployed had a glint T
gave assorted loans and radio and TV in their eye, it was quickly dimmed by
equipment. The Germans forked out rounding them up and shoving them into .
soft loans and Mercedes-Benz buses. the infamous Pademba Road prison a i
Japan made a 10 million dollar loan in week before the four-day summit. A
the form of three new ferries. wharf re- At the summit itself no meaningful 1
building, cheap cars and rice. Algeria resolutions on South Africa or Namibia
gave four million dollars plus 50 Were reached, despite the invasion of
R4/Iercedes-Bena cars. Even the Supposedly Angola. There was a minute ’s silence for ‘

arxist-Leninist Sekou Toure of Tolbert, and then, to conciliate the A
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the summit. The Anglo-American Corp- t
oration of South Africa, through its
subsidiary the Diamond Co oarion

\
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Afric 

radical minority, a minute for Walter
Rodney. Polisario’s claim for recognition
was shelved. The Mauritanian Prime
Minister, Sir Seewosagur Ramgoolam,
a trading partner of Botha, wanted the
return of Diego Garcia, given over to the
Americans as their Indian Ocean base by
the British, and pathetically, this demand
caused a major stir. Once again, the
summit served primarily to consolidate
the rip-off of African peoples by the
dominant group, the Western-puppet
regimes acting as commission agents for
their multinational masters.

UN figures show Sierra Leone’s
1976 external debt at 159 million dollars,
27.7% of its then GNP, plus four million
dollars interest. This figure has risen by
leaps and bounds since and is now over
600 million. But Stevens’ press headlines
the aid and loans that his government
has managed to get from any source
going, be it communist, fascist, or simply
opportunist. It certainly doesn’t reach

handled by the Lebanese. They operate
an unwritten apartheid law: the only
Sierra Leonians who get in their exclus-
ive areas are govemment officials and
house-servants.

Stevens has also colluded with the
Anglo-American Corporation of South
Africa and the South African Govern-
ment. Anglo-American have been there
since 1955, and Stevens has expressed
the hope that they will continue to give
‘very generous assistance’.The South
Africans have exploited (and even
smuggled out) Sierra Leone’s diamond
wealth, using cheap labour under work-
ing conditions that have resulted in
deaths, not only of workers, but of the
local population affected by the industry.
There is poor water supply and the river
is polluted by mining. There is a paucity
of health, communication and transport
facilities. Food is highly priced, and has
to be bought from profiteers. Housing
conditions are abysmal.

It is not so much a one-party state,as
the Pe°Ple~ Tc the ‘OAU fer You-OAU a one-man state. When the whim takes
for me’ jingle broadcast ever the radio’ Stevens his thugs will rename everything
they put new words‘ ‘OAU for you, IOU h f 9 hm, e tee, -__ __ _ insigt.atr ' .Alradyst tsand
fceme - The beneficlanee are mlmetenal institutions have had their British colonial
SWISS bank accounts» the Lebanese and names replaced by his. When the Chinese
South Afncan magnates that centre‘ an built a stadium in Freetown, as part of a
its diamond ‘Yealth and me,“ cf its _ _ 40 million dollar economic and technical
Industry and development ' The Pchtlcal aid programme, it was called the Chinese
cppceiticn has been suppressed by victim‘ stadium. After they left, it becameisation, deprivation of jobs and resources, what else -3
arbitrary lai1ing- The Tablet» the 91113’ Under Stevens, Lebanese business
independent newspaper was forced to magnates have become thoroughly en-
clcee after the annual licence fee was trenched in Sierra Leone. They control
raised from Le5 to Le2,000. , _ the fishing trade, having introduced

1“ au- 90 Per cent cf Sierra mechanised trawlers which dc rive the. , . P
I-1901193 mtemel retell and Wholesale local fisherfolk of their catch and disrupt
trade, including rice, the staplefood, is coastal fish_b,.eed;ng g,.0undS_ They are

South African books
Lucklmdt and Wall: Organise rounds of homes and hospitals
or Starve. The History of the arresting_the wounded. So, child-
snug]; African Congress of Trade ren of 14 or even younger, were
Unjnnn £3_5() pbk, £7_95 hbk detained in solitary confinement,
Lawgengg & Winhntt, tortured, fitted up, forced to sign
THIS IS an official history’ confessions, and finally. jailed for 5
published to mark the 25th ann__ years or more (the minimum
iversary of the South African azntence under the Sabotage Act
Congress of Trade Unions. This 6fi1)'B . . . .
may account for its less than crit- th ‘Item today 1‘ .18 "‘.’°“’P“"d
ical view of SACTU and a possible at pnson ‘ivercrowdlng ‘S e S"‘m'
bias against rivals like the Pan ea‘ and the lee“ that ‘O0 manypeople are being sentenced to

imprisonment is becoming part of
the conventional wisdom. But
South Africa with half Britain’s I
population has two and half times ‘pass’ laws are sold to farmers as
the number of people in prison. slave labour for the duration of
It also accounts for half the their sentences, They are given
‘legal’ executions in the world. sackcloth to wear, forced to work have to take direct action against
And that doesn’t take into account very long hours and sometimes
hundreds of black people shot die under the terrible conditions
dead in the streets and those who or from the be t- d - - t -

of black students arrested in Port fall Out Of interrogation room by the oversee; ejefisaif’ cred who profit from their su on
Elizabeth. The police method was windows. SACTU is up against Unlike
to shoot kids, and then make the Blacks convicted under the Jackson finally forced out of

African Congress. But it is a
stirring work noting the achieve-
ments and tribulations of some
very courageous black and white
union leaders and their members.
John Jackson: Justice in South
Africa. Penguin £1.95 pbk,
Seeker & Warburg £7.95 hbk.

_ _JacksoIi's_book dealsvvith his
principled defence, as a lawyer,
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in effective charge of car distribution
agencies (the Yazbecks are sole distrib-
utors'of Mercedes-Benz vehicles). The
tourist industry, ticketing agencies,
spare-part distribution, construction,
gaming and casinos are very much in
theirhands.

Through bribery and corruption, the
South Africans have kept the diamond
mines to themselves. De Beers-control
the Central Selling Organisation, which
exported diamonds worth Le 101.3m in
1977/7 8. In 1979, Stevens lowered the
export duty on gems over 14.8 carats
from 7.5 to 2.5 per cent, in order, suppos-
edly, to discourage diamond smuggling.
Exports rose to Le 117m.

Israeli connections in Sierra Leone
are routed through the American I
diamond mogul Maurice Templesman,
who has cornered the market in cutting
and polishing diamonds.

So Stevens has blown Le200m on an
OAU summit in the misplaced expecta-
tion that bus-loads of bikini-clad day
trippefis, flipped-out astrologers, walkie-
talkie-toting freaks, cloak-and-dagger spies,
piss-artist journalists, rich folks after
black flesh, and tourists hung with TV
cameras, will fall into the trap. Mean-
while, like other African peoples, the
Sierra Leoneians plan and hope that
Stevens, and other western puppets
wrapped in the continental quilts of
Swiss numbered accounts, will travel
the Tolbert route. Their bitter jokes
might then give way to liberated
laughter.
O Based on discussions with Mukh tarr
Mustapha and on his ‘Big Game in
Africa’ available from Third World
Publications, 151 Slratford Road,
Birmingham, B11 1 RD, £1.50.

South Africa most of its members
cannot and will not leave the
country. Perhaps it is we who

collaborators like BP, ICI, RTZ,
with their headquarters in Britain,

PP
for the apartheid monster.

H O Nazaret
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hose ‘backyard’?
Guatemala organises

AT SEVEN in the evening on 21 June, as poverty and sickness are equally horrify-
leaders of the National Workers Confeder- 3118- Th1'99'ql1a1'te1'$ Of the Guatemalan
ation (CNT) were preparing for a meeting, P9°P19 are dependent directly 011 the 1311(1-
vehicles carrying around 60 heavily armed Yet H mere 2% Of the lJ0Pl11ati°I1 OWNS

utside After cooll arkin 72% of the productive land Life expectmen drew up o . y p g _ - '
their cars, one group set about stopping ancy IS 45 and 81 out of every thousand

I the traffic in the surrounding streets, while illffllllis di? before their first birthday-
the rest broke into the building. After an Malnutrition affects four out of every five
operation lasting nearly an hour, in which
they ransacked the offices, they left, tak-
ing with them 27 of Guatemala’s leading
trade unionists. No one seriously expects
to see them alive again.

There is nothing unusual about the
kidnap and murder of trade unionists, or
indeed of anyone else whose activities
are perceived by the government as a
threat, in a country where at least 20,000
have died in this way since 1966. But on
this occasion the government’s attempt
to cover up its leading role in the incident
was even clumsier than usual. As well as
being no more than a stone’s throw from
the National Palace, and thus from the
barracks of the Presidential Guard, the
CNT building is just round the corner
from the headquarters of the 2nd Corps
of the National Police. A similar distance
separates it from that of the Judicial
Police.

All these guardians of law and order
were apparently either asleep or looking
intently in the other direction when
the kidnap occurred. Cynics have suggest- different. On January 31, the army respond-
ed that the presence of the head of the ed to a peaceful occupation of the Spanish
police narcotics squad among the villains embassy by burning down the building. kill"
might account for this.

The country’s top detective, Colonel
Manuel de Jesus Valiente has busied him-
self by suggesting that the kidnap never
took place. Initial confusion on the part
of the CNT as to exactly who had been
kidnapped enabled Valiente to ‘discover’
some of those on the original list working
normallu. “I am firmly of the opinion,”
he said on July 4, “that the remainder
of those who have disappeared will re-
appear in the same circumstances.”
Nothing of the sort has happened, of
course.

Guatemala has been a military dictat-
orship since the reformist government
of Jacobo Arbenz annoyed the United
Fruit Company in the early 1950s and
precipitated‘ the US-backed coup of 1954.
Military rule is periodically ‘legitimised’
by fraudulent elections, the last of which
—in 1978- brought in General Romeo
Lucas as president.

In the first six months of his rule, the
daily corpse count was running around
nine. By mid-1979 it was up to 15. The
statistics which reveal the less spectacular

children under five years old.
The beneficiaries of this system are a

motley crew: the agro-exporters, the
armed forces who provide not only the
president but many of the top function-
aries in key areas and who have been
able to amass large personal fortunes,
the industrial bourgeoisie, nouveau riche
entrepreneurs of middle class origin
who flourish in an atmosphere fetid with
corruption, and last, but not least, the
United States which has huge investments
in Guatemala.

In the aftermath of the Sandinista
victory over the Somoza dictatorship in
Nicaragua last year, speculation was rife
as to which would be the next ‘domino’
to ‘fall’. As the class struggle hotted up in
neighbouring El Salvador, the Lucas
regime came under increasing pressure
from the US State Department to improve
its image. Superficial attempts were made.
Newspapers and TV boast of ‘majestic
bridges’ and ‘enormous hospitals’ suppos-
edly springing up. But the reality is

ing all but one of the occupants. After
hearing their ambassador’s account of the
affair, the Spanish severed diplomatic
relations.

, Since February last year a democratic
, front has brought together the two social
democratic parties, peasant groups, trade
unions, student organisations religious

d

ition to Lucas In recent months co oper
ation among the country s four guerilla
groups suggests that a formal alliance

’ between them and the civilian opposition
i cannot be far off.

I Nicaragua has had a profound effect,
5 both on the guerillas, who have seen how
apparently conflicting strategies combine

q to defeat an entrenched dictatorship.
There have also been advances on the

“ labour front. A two-week strike by
50,000 west coast plantation workers

| earlier this year forced the government
; to concede a wage rise of nearly 200%,
not only to the striking sugar and cotton
workers, but to a further 224,000 coffee
workers.

The strike was a major victory for the
but no less deadly violence of malnutrition country’s central labour organisation, the

groups and shanty town dwellers in oppos-
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KIDNAPPING and murder of trade unionists has become commonplace in _
Guatemala. But widespread opposition to the American-backed dictatorship T-3-'—-'-4 s Y“. ""' ' -
of General Lucas has unified recently under the banner of the Democratic "'
Front Against the Repression. Meanwhile, the country’s four guerilla groups "'i'_""__"""'—-"
have followed Salvador’s example and achieved a degree of unity, writes
Phil Gunson. National Committee for Trade Union

Unity (CNUS). From its beginnings only
a few years ago, the CNUS has seen the
importance of organising peasants and
workers side by side. Political awareness
in the countryside and amongst the indians
has grown significantly in the past year,
aided not only by the Peasant Unity
Committee (CUC) and the guerillas but
also by the government’s blockbusting
counter-insurgency drive.

The Sandinista government in Managua
has not been greeted with quite the
hysteria from the US which marked rela-
tions with the fledgling revolutionary
regime in Havana. In the short term, it
seems Carter is anxious just to keep the
lid-y on regional turmoil, particularly in
El Salvador, avoiding dramatic develop-
ments before the November presidential
elections.

Most observers on the spot reckon
Guatemala to be about two years behind
neighbouring El Salvador in political termsl
But whatever happens there, the fight for
Guatemala will be long and bloody, If
hard pressed, the US could perhaps
abandon El Salvador (although Ronald
Reagan is unlikely to see it that way);
Guatemala is another story. It is not just
a question of the oil and the nickel, in
both of which the US has interests; nor of
the vast profits being sucked out by Ameri-'
can transnational companies. Strategically
Guatemala is crucial. It straddles the
isthmus, as does Nicaragua further south,
and to accept a revolutionary regime there
would virtually mean abandoning the US
‘backyard’ to the enemy. Perhaps even
more significant is the border with
Mexico, whose huge Chiapas oilfields lie
not far to the north. No American presi-
dent could let the ‘red tide’ creep that
close.

The imminent replacement of the
excessively pro-Lucas US ambassador has
revived speculation about a possible
Salvador-type coup. Lucas himself has
helped to make such a coup less feasible
by killing off the politicians most likely
to figure in a post-coup government — in
particular the two most prominent social
democrats, Manuel Colom Argueta and
Alberto Fuentes Mohr, both gunned down
at the beginning of last year.

Perhaps Lucas believes that the whole
of the Left can be beheaded in this simplis-
tic fashion, thus enabling the 1982 presi-
dential elections to be safely rigged. “What
he doesn’t realise,” said a leading trade
unionist, “is that as fast as he kills off the
leaders of the popular organisations others
arise to take their place. Under present
conditions the repression, however severe, ‘
only increases our determination to over-
throw the whole system.”. . /1
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Presidential election“—__' ' i l

WHEN Ronald Reagan picked won a seat in Congress, with the help of
George Bush as his -running mate’ a skilful and expensive TV advertising

--r see-<1 we 1- i’i'.’“.£’§ig.i.§.‘;‘.ih’Et’i.i;";i.Zi;i°fi‘il2s"i;"
was not Gerald F°1'd- Here was 3 tie askew, hair blowing in the wind, i
“moderate” to balance the ticket. jacket slung over the shoulder... Nixon
Here, The Leveller strips the cam0u- was later to use the same PR outfit.
flage from this image of the man _ S“1'P{'iSinglY= Bush was Put °" l5_h°

- - influential Ways and Means committee
that powerful estabhshment Inter‘ where, as a former director of the
es“ in the U5 had» after all’ °1'igi11' American Association of Oil Well Drilling
ally Wanted to be President — even Contractors, and the Independent Petrol-
thgugh he has never wen an electign 61.111’! ASSOCl&lZiOl‘1 Of AIIlBI'lC3., he Il’l&(l€
outside Texas his name defending the oil industry. 1

I BUSH had tried to get the vice-Presidential asgiigfifi E32”§,‘:)‘:,$’f,‘;“d§f,“;t§fg‘:1°” g‘;l’;‘y‘;‘;le§_;‘°Ca;lr:‘e’é‘f,‘fuiYS“’mS
- s , ise

ls SE1’; (’;’ti’;’; ’;1";’:_E_y”'efl’,:rf9%ga§,’;20pnu’];)i’::’l:"’:d the vice-presidency that year, both Nixon
Spiro Agnew instead; in 1974 Nixon
picked Ford; and later that year Ford
picked Nelson Rockefeller.

Bush is 56. He was born in Massachu-
ssetts, went to Yale, served in the navy
in the South Pacific and was shot down

no ces hi
What else does Bush stand for‘? Capital

punishment: “I support it”. Defence: “I
don’t have an exact figure for the increase
...but I am impressed with a figure of 5%.”
Soviet troops in Cuba: “Their presence is
an outrage and they must be removed.”
Support for Israel: “The security of our
own country is linked with Israel’s secur-
ity as a bastion of democracy in a strateg-
ically vital area. s

~ The list goes on. On draft registration:
“I favour it. I am not convinced we need
the draft, but if we do, it should be
exemption proof.” Weapons: “We ought

missiles the MX, and a greatly strength-
ened n-ami."

On social issues: Abortion is wrong
and he is against legalising gay rights.
He is against bussing and against health
care plans being run through tax revenue.

Bush tried unsuccessfully to stay on
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Communist University
THE COMMUNIST University of
‘London — which has just held its
twelfth annual event — likes to call
itself the Open University of the
Left. It has done much to promote
open and informed debate inside
and outside the Communist Party.
Peter Johnson and Geoff Roberts,
both previous CUL organisers, look
back at its history and successes, and
its relationship with the Party leader
leadership.

ON OCTOBER 28, 1968, the day that
100,000 marched against American imper-
ialism in Vietnam, the Communist Party’s
National Student Committee held a meet-

A ing. Impressed by the size of the demon-
stration, but concerned at its “ultra-left”
leadership, the comrades felt that some
Marxist-Leninist education was urgently
needed.

They decided to organise a “Commun-
ist University” in London, where students
could attend courses on the main academ-
ic disciplines, learn the tenets of “Marxist-
Leninist” thought, and hear lectures by
Communist Party leaders.

The idea was that the party’s politics
would be transmitted to a much wider

The political breadth of the CUL may
seem surprising, given its original concep-
tion as a CP front. Behind the scenes, how-
ever, political battles were being fought
about the nature and direction of the
CUL, pivoting on the question of its
degree of autonomy from the CP — the
political width of the CUL has always had
a direct relation to the amount of auton-
omy its organisers can win from the
Party leadership.

Even so, the limits of this autonomy
were publicly exposed in 1977 when Sov-
iet Marxist dissident Zhores Medvedev was
barred from_ speaking at CUL by the Party’
Political Committee. Less obviously,
CUL’s “relative autonomy” has been
Shown by political self-censorship, “diplo-
matic” decisions about courses‘ and
speakers, and endless efforts to determine ,
just how far the Organising Committee

by the Japanese. He then set out to make at the CIA'after Carter became President. audience and that students would be could go before the leadership intervened.
He went back to Houston and began to
nurse his ambition for the White House.
He set up the Fund for Limited Govern-
ment to back his campaign, headed by
Texas millionaire James A Baker III. He
‘got support from the new right, the old
conservatives and the “moderate biisin
ness” lobbies.

Reports from metal dealers in London
and America also suggest that Bush is
being backed by silver king Nelson
Bunker Hunt, whose empire is based in
Houston. Hunt’s failure to hijack the
whole silver market earlier in the year

money. He still openly regards his business
success (a millionaire by the age of 30) as
among his most prized accomplishments.

He is reckoned to be worth about
$1.8million — including a $400,000 home
in Houston and a S 100,000 vacation
house in Kennebunkport, Maine. Last year
his income was $271,000 as a consultant,
director and lecturer, plus $80,000 in
dividends and capital gains. All the money V
comes from his business interests set up ;
in Houston, Texas. l

A He likes to promote the Texan image
of a charismatic, dynamic action-man. g q coincided with Busws fading in the

But Bush has never won a political race and Agnew went on the stum in Tex primaries
t ‘dc Harris Count , Texas. H P . asDu S’ th. t th y t. ?";veS to get Bush elected as a senator in 1970. Bush makes the ideal puppet for theeve y in o e conserva ism o e - ".13’ b g. . i H9 10513, $0 they made him UN amlflassadol‘ Texas businessman — embracing aT an usiness communit . In D ll . ' , _

t9’i'i£I1S he Plays JR to Reagan’s Jcilclfilwing At the UN he had to Swallow mi pnde p””0S0p”y that ”’c’ul’eS tax cuts’ no

equipped to wage a struggle against
“bourgeois ideology” in the classroom.
A very neat formula, except that many of
the potential participants doubted both
the relevance of the politics and the
critical capacity of the dogmatic Marxism

- frequently dished up as course critique.
In the world outside CUL’s quiet

lcloisters things were changing rapidly.'Within the CP the fight between Euro-
communists and the Old Guard leadership
was be innin A new generation of intel8 - '
lectuals was lorcing a renewal of Marxism.
New political forces such as the women’s
movement had redefined and expanded
what is considered political.

Recognition of these changes and
response to them was the basic ingredient
of CUL’s success in the later 1970s; this
could be measured by the increased
numbers at the event, its widely recog-_ = _ and campaign to allow China to hoin the government intervention metal deals ~ nised contribution to the emergence of a

7”" more determmed and at least as danger“ UN -- something he had vigorously . strong links with South ,i,f1-ica arms ’ ’ British Marxist tradition, and the bastion
OHS‘ 0I_1P°$9d 9a1'1i91'- I11 1973 he again followed: deals increased defence spending and it became for those seeking to create a

To some extent the assertion of auton-
omy was a cover for the Eurocommunists
winning full control of a CUL that they
saw increasingly as their event. But it also
reflected a commitment to principles of
intellectual autonomy, the value of
political pluralism and the responsibilities
of the Party to its allies.

There is more to the history of the
CUL than faction fighting; just as import-
ant have been the debates about who
CUL should attract, the kinds of subjects
to cover and the types of teaching methods
to use. Emerging from the “1968 Revo-
lution”, CUL initially sought to be a centre
of counter-course activity among students.
Then, as the Marxist intellectual milieu
grew, emphasis changed to a concentration
on Marxism’s internal dialogues, attract-
ing large numbers of postgraduates and
academics. Under the impact of the growth
of what the CP terms “new social forces
and n1overnents”_in_,t_he communities. at
work, amongst gays and women, CUL
spread its netrstill wider.

Increasingly, CUL has become a hetero-
geneous event, attempting to run a wide
range of courses that can appeal to activ-
ists in every area of political life in Britain.

Another way of viewing this process is
in terms of a shift from abstract theory
to concrete politics. In the mid-1970s
CUL was dominated by discussion of
Gramsci, Althusser and the Frankfurt
school. Now the issues are Thatcherism,
new technology, feminism and the EEC.

Along the way it ha%produce_d some
notable spin-offs: local ommunist
University specialist groups and journals,
a couple of books now on student
reading lists throughout Britain, and most
recently the collective around the
publication Politics and Power.

It is clear that CUL has been affected
by changes in the CP since its 35th
Congress in 1977 when an alliance of
progressives won a major revision of the
CP programme, The British Road to
Socialism, incorporating much of the new
political thinking of the 1970s that had

been articulated and spread by CUL.
Since 1977, however, any substantial

change to the political practice and organ-
isation of the CP has been blocked by the
leadership, transforming Eurocommunist
victory into retreat; the reverberations on
CUL are still working themselves through;
CUL continues to provide a framework
for fruitful discussion; significantly, jour-
nals ranging from Feminist Review and
Gay Left to History Workshop Journal
and~State Research organised courses at
CUL this year. But it is no longer the
significant mechanism of influence it once
was.

The Communist University of London
claims to be the ‘Open University of the
Left”. Like the Open University, there
are forces at work beyond the power
of those who pay their money and take
their choice.

In 1951 Bush helped to Set up the Nixon’s orders and became Republican l 11;‘ ’ t 1 b 1' f ' th B b ’ A new type of pontics on the Left‘
Bush-Overby Oil Development Company, party national chai - t th W _, u ‘ma eya 9“? In e _ Om '
and in 1953 he set up two firms, the gate Scandal burst rman Jus as e ate’
Z t ' P t l C h

He stands against the right to strike
of all public employees, against anyp J _ - - I I -
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S ’ u ’ . Vi . to China for a year to “cool off”. He was
Democrat llbera’ programme’ ”’c”"d”’g summoned back to head the CIA and inMedicare (designed to help the poor pay h. al , ,- - I 1 is usu moderate style he fought all
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ies and wants the minimum wage kept
down because it helps productivity. He has
opposed a law to stop oil companies from
making more than $100m from non-oil
deals. Even on Vietnam, Bush, the loyalist,
says every year shows Nixon was right.
“It looks better and better from hind-
sight”.

After coming back from China to head
the CIA, Bush said: “I’ve crossed a kind
of Rubicon. For 10 years it was incon-
ceivable to me that the nation could
survive without me in elective office some
place. Now at the age of 49 I’ve discovered
the republic might just get along without
my services.” There might be something
in that.

" SCIENCE IS often regarded as just published a book - Alice
peculiarly masculine: the realm
of pure, thrusting thought.

But masculinity is all things
to all men: as I’m writing this, a
Harrods ad. on the radio is push-
ing some men's cosmetics as ‘The
uniquely masculine range with
the fragrance that lasts and lasts’.
I think that advertising copy-
writers could scll even crying as
masculine (‘The limitation on
this market currently is the belief
that only women and pooftahs
cry. It is imperative that we

" counteract this negative image’).
Wnat’s more important is that

feminists shouldn’t reject science
simply on its negative image as
‘male science’. And Virago have

through the microscope - which
makes this likely.

The editors of Alice, members
of the Brighton Women & Science
Group, spell out this message in
the Introduction:

Science, it is true, does not
belong to us, but that is no reason
to ignore it . That the skills of
the ‘popular culture’, including
women ’s skills, have been system-
atically dcnigrated is bad enough.
That feminism colludcs in this by
ignoring that from which we are
excluded is worse still.

Alice provides sharp critical
analyses of some of the bluff,
masculine views on women -

particularly in the social sciences -
whosc craggy exterior conceals
prejudices which range from a
smug assumption of superiority
to a dangerous hatred of women.

The book also provides inform-
ation about womcn’s education in
science, about technological
developments which specifically
affect women (in connection with
contraception, the possibilities of
reproductive engineering, etc.) It
has an appendix on ‘Some biolog-
ical information’.

Whcn it comes to analysing the
worth of scientific ‘rationality’
and thc possible benefits to women
of scientific inventions, the essays
in general, and with some cxccpt- |

20 q 21

ions, are sensitive to the ambiguity
of ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’
values. They are looking for some
more basic analytical perspective,
in terms of the power of men over
women.

The political implications in
the various essays range from a
call to the barricades in the final
battle between men and women,
to stressing the need for a change
in consciousness. There is an essay
which claims that women are
uniquely linked to the phases of
the moon, and an essay which
hammers such views. The women’s
movement used also to have strong
links with socialism: where did
all the Commics go ?

Janet Vaux



Denis Lawson: man’s best friendm
becomes woman’s devious -pal

RE IEWS
purposes, (including a memor-
able role as an over-friendly
shaggy dog, at the Soho Poly)
so it’s easy to see what the
women characters fall for in his
version of Joey. It is more
difficult to be convinced that
he possesses the calculating
mind of a semi-professional
gigilo. .

Decidedly, the main
substance of the entertainment
could and should transfer to the
West End. Congratulations to
the Half Moon for seeking to
secure their future, through a
production tailor-made for the
Mile End Road. We look forward

IN AN EXPLOSION of noise and to more entertainment, but less
colour, the New Half Moon has
opened on a more prominent
site in the East End than the old
Alie Street venue. Rodgers and
Hart’s 1940 musical Pal Joey
marks this thrust towards
popularity.

Given that one of the three
main characters is a wealthy
Cliicago socialite, to say the show
lacks political bite is inadequate.
But inasmuch as the evening ends
,with two women finally asserting
their independence from a part-
icularly gross example of male
chauvinism, the story is not l
totally devoid of a hard centre.
Despite the unusual subject
matter fora politically committed ‘
theatre, I left feeling there are

borrowings and more authentic
East End material.

Lloyd Trott

First you put up your umbrella;

AND IT has taken the Drum Arts _
Centre two years to do it. Orig-
inally commissioned to produce
four touring plays by the Ministry
of Overseas Development, the
,Thatcher cuts prevented them
from ever being done - until the
scheme was taken up by the
Riverside Studios, in Hammer-

ith West London Their Plays

lthings ‘de British way’, the “-
whole thing would have been just
as unfunny if it had been set

and Jeremy Seabrook. Although the
subject matter is somewhat exotic -
fourteen-year-old Melflta gets

‘in Watford (no offence !). If some pregnant and is visited by angels
of the ehereellerilatioflfi Ware ‘who tell her this is to be the
acflllrata, it Wasilit ahoagh to new messiah, the Shining One -

Y it is a story of the culture‘ correct the general effect of
A Dying Business haihg aha Of clash when Melvita leaves Jamaica

I to bring ‘light’ to the backwardwilful blindness to radical struggles.
The true implications of being Brits by giving birth to her

a COCKHBY kid Whois hsithai baby over here. Once in England -
.black nor white are more carefully She is reunited with her mother
examined in Hanif Kureishi’s and Stepfather end their two
The Math‘-if C0l1I1tIY- imfall Was ham teenage children. who all become
in London and lives with his estranged through the tensions
father Hussein - a Rachman-like ‘ caused by Melvita’3 unusual
landlord and shopkeeper with ‘ rantings. It may be hard to judge
asPi1'ati0I1$ (avalitllaily achieved) t whether this is intended as a lament
to own a chain of launderettes and l for lost and betrayed ethnic _
to live with the bourgeois natives _ origins or a criticism of out- ‘
in Walton-on-Thames while squeezing l‘ dated superstitions, but it has
the whites dry in his own effective ithe power to Show how black can
retaliation against oppression... desperately shield the hope of
if that’s Iaaiiy What it iS- His becoming white. George, Phyllis
sin is that he is an ambitious, and their two kids have renounced
acquisitive merchant fiISt, and L their origins and conformed to
a bitter, resentful and committed 1 the expectations of their white
Pakistani second. His anger is friends and neighbours and work-
sublimated into humiliation of metee This is their Seipindueed
his $011, Who is ’IaS0l1ad' by burden, and eventually the pressure

v-lee - an eX-0011 into Buddhist of opposition to Melvita’s prophesies
mY8ti¢ism, Who is ashamed Of tha in the local supermarket becomes
attitadas of his Whita hfatha1'h- so intense that they seek psychiatric

6 Of‘ S
THERE are so few good books
about organised crime and its
economic and political ramifica-
tions that even a relatively un-
inspiring study like Pluto's
Crimes of the Powerful seems
like a real find. East Side- West
Side in its demolition of con-
spiracy theory, analysis of
power relationships, and tracing
of the fluctuations of illegal
business and extortion in New
York between 1930-50 ranks
with Henner Hess’s Mafia And
Mafiosi, The Structure Of
Power as one of the best ‘crime’
books of the decade.

The traditional British
detective story often portrays
a world disrupted by murder

Sm s - ' .
Umbrella eventually included
five new works - by one Asian

several reasons why the enter- lwfitaiv tW0 blacks and three
tainment works. English - chosen, according to

The setting of the first halt) [Peter Gill, Riverside supremo,
in a Southside Chicago nightclub {with ‘the common root of the
fits the identity of the 125-seat
temporary auditorium perfectly.
The sense is of being at an extend-
ed cabaret rather than at a play,
so 1t’s surprising to hear that the
Half Moon has considered a
transfer to one of Ian Albery’s
chain of West End theatres.
Particularly since concessions
have not been made in production i
terms toward making an obvious
West End package. The:.skimped
libretto fits well on the Half Moon
house style. The more intimate
experience in a small venue
leaves the audience greater scope
to use its own imagination. The
women in the chorus have breath-
ed characterisation into the book’s
lack of description for Joey’s
casual victims. In fact, they are
able to convey a contempt for
their exploitation both as nigh t-
club performers and in Joey’s
arms. Adding particular depth
to an amusingly ill-assorted
dance line are Jane Gurnett as
the determined Adele and Poppy
Hands as the emerging villainess,
Gladys.

The most theatrical event of
the production is the arrival of
Sian Phillips on the minute Half
Moon stage, reinforcing the
effect of Vera, descending
into Mike’s Night Club. Denis
Lawson’s cuddlly persona has
been adapted for a number of

eeting of Britain and the Third
World.’

Whatever the worthy motive,
and despite some of the most
massive advance publicity on
the London stage, the season
has gone off at half-cock. The
audiences were there - an
average of aroun'd 60% capacity
overall - even if the complex
repertory system was a bit

‘ But nothing Joe feels can help
lmran, who turns from fashion

to Maida Vale pop-star. The
Mother Country is the first play
to tackle head-on the many
insecurities of a second-generation
Pakistani, but like a firework
gone out of control, you no sooner
see a spark of an idea than it has
gone out and been replaced.
With too many fragmentary climaxes,
Hanif Kureishi seems to have
skirted round the problem of
‘clearly defined motivation to
concentrate on the surface
relationships of the three
very complex and well-drawn
characters.

One Fine Day is Nicholas Wright’s
impression of a white lecturer

modelling to Muslim Workers League

help for her. Obviously, the experts’
answer is abortion and incarceration
— a cruel solution which drives
Phyllis away from her family.
But this was a solution comparable
to the ‘whip her good’ tactics
of the Jamaican preacher - so who’s
right ? The only conclusion worth
making is that any hope of leaving
home to find a new life of freedom
in England or the USA is doomed
to frustration — unless you want
to sweep Victoria Station. It’s a
one-sided picture, but it embraces
the disenchantment of youth and
the disintegration of the family
in two very different cultures
by means of excellent economical
writing.

So, the Riverside is at least
to be praised for diverting some -

i_.-"‘-';’;.‘.,;z ‘ ‘ <-’.a.f§sr.=.-’ ’ {I ts tiin 1"

in which the status quo is
restored by a representative of
the dominant class whether it
be a genteel, elderly lady or an
idle, but brilliant, peer in the
Wimsey or Pimpernel tradition.
Conversely, in the States the
down-at-heel, but honest,
gumshoe finds himself up against
arworld of corruption in which
the police, the judiciary, and
big business, never mind the
mob, are all on the lake. Both
genres reflect the cultures that
produced them—the old boy
network in Britain, whose class
privileges have been largely

daunting. And it’s a relief
that this most prestigious of
showcases for capitalism should
have abandoned some of its mo

from the North London Poly exper- |
.iencing for the first time the
‘awkwardness of cultural contacts
in a‘developing’ African nation

of its funds to a ‘worthy’ project,
but nobody should be allowed to
think that these are the only
plays being performed by blackre ,

refined exhibits to attract tot ‘da‘/ai°Pi11g’ in this ¢°1'1taXt ‘
hundreds of people who normally means using tempting video equip-
never go near the place; ment to blackmail the principal
who knows, some of them may even Of E1 treilling college. Once the
have come from the Riverside’g students discover the truth about
10031 ‘community’ - too long , sales of coffee beans from the
'gno1-ed ! college’s plantations, they are

Aitnough an the directors’ the unable to use the information
designer and lighting technician to their advantage - tha P0“/at
were white, it was not so much Structures am t9° rigid, and
this, es some of the writing, their lack of leadership serves
which left an odour of comprom- to Iaihfataa hot 01113’ these, but
iee hunging about the theatre; also the all-pervading superstition
first you get your hungry uudienoe, that persists in the agricultural
then you cheat on the cake. °°mmahitY-

Mustapha Matura, by far the But fol‘ ma the 01113’ Play t0
best known of the five contributors, Coma to g1'iPs with the qaastiml
offered a soggy farce about a young Of aP1'0°tihg - and safely that
Brit-educated Trinidadian who should be the concern of any play
tries to con money from the for black audiences in Britain -
social climbing snobs at his was Black Man’s Burden. The title
father’s funeral. Apart from a is an irony in itself, since it
few wise-cracks about doing was written by Michael O’Neill

°°mPahias- Somehow, my only hope
is that the interest it generates
might lead to more work being
seen — not necessarily in large
subsidized theatres or on TV, but
in community theatres with new
audiences for whom the-material
is specifically written. After all,
there’s nothing wrong with preaching
to the converted: invariably
that’s where the seeds of unrest
are most profitably sown.

David Roper

‘\

intact for a thousand years, and
in America the robber baron
ethic where almost anything
goes as long as it can be covered
up.

ti

RE

x The drive to explain the
confusionof the postwar years
in America revealed itself in
McCarthy’s search for alien, red
conspirators and Senator
Kefauver’s discovery of a single
organisation of alien, conspira-
torial crime moguls. These
conspiracies, it was alleged,
struck at the very heart of
American life and threatened
to subvert all moral values.
Such pressures may have dis-
comforted such figures as Frank
Costello, whose political con-
nections ran very deep indeed,
but did nothing to explain the
mechanics (and mundanities)
of criminal enterprise.

Block refuses to be blinded
by a mythology that grew out
of self-serving biographies,
shock-horror press coverage,
and a weird mirror process in
which active professional crimin-
als begin to believe and repeat

u

r

the most unlikely fantasies abo t
their own world promoted in
the more sensational literature.
He pulls no punches in his theo y
that organised crime is built on
a drive for power, official com-
plicity, and an extortionary
politics of terror. He lays it firm-
ly on the line in one of his few
lapses into rhetoric: ‘out of the
maw of competitive capitalism
and possessive individualism
marched—the extortionists-the
entrepreneurs of violence’.

The overall crime system,
long built into the political
structures of New York, main-
tains its continuity whereas
individuals within it live in a
whirl of shifting alliances and
enterprises. According to
Block's definition, organised
crime cannot be truly said to
exist unless reciprocal services
are performed by criminals,
their clients, and by politicians.

Enterprise syndicates, I
5'

Block starts by showing how specialising in bootlegging
' the American love for conspir-
acy theory and disregard for
historical method has produced
a literature of crime that is still
obsessed with monolithic alien
conspiracies. Romance and
demonology take precedence
over any view of organised crime
as a particular consequence of
competitive capitalism and state
formation. Conservative ideology
is especially devoted to conspir-
acy theory because by concen-
trating on the secret machinations .
of a sinister and probably alien

prostitution, gambling or drugs,
as opposed to power syndicates
specialising in extortion and
intimidation, usually have to
deal with the power brokers

’ ’ E--have-g "§~i=;=r;s;s is" .='t-irtinrtt.’
group of individuals, no conclu-
sions need to be drawn about the of both the underworld and
kind of society in which such
‘conspiracies’ develop. Ethnic

the upperworld in order to
function. The pursuit of power

stereotyping is part and parcel  is the common bond which
of this approach. binds the professionals of both

—---- ___. _ ---_. . _,,i. _.-_._||_-- ._. ,_ __ _,_ .___.._ --—-. -___ ._.. _ i .-

IEWS
other bosses

worlds together. These entre-
preneurs frequently overlap
and co-operate, as well as
compete, in a relatively chaotic
system far removed from the
rigid concept of the crime
family with its own highly
specific territorial and business
interests.

Power syndicates are
particularly active in industry,
the death rate in construction,
catering, the garment business,
the waterfront and trucking
(because of its links with boot-
legging) being particularly
high in the thirties and forties .
At various times organised
crime seems to have penetra-
ted everything from clothing
and taxicabs to window
cleaning and garbage collec-
tion. The violence of Ameri-

. . - _ Q.-

can labour history, where
employers have attempted
to prevent, contain or
destroy unions, is well-
known and violence is a
syndicate speciality. As early
as 1906 detective agencies
were publicly advertising .

Ariteeie ».‘7.‘!ii+;"ei-‘it'i"i'i:I?

themselves as strikebreakers.
The scabs they employed
were frequently local gangsters,
whose political connections
encouraged the police to side
with the employers. Occa-
sionally the syndicates work-
ed for bosses and workers
simultaneously. The consistent
victims were the rank-and-file,
controlled by violence or the
threat of violence, whilst
employers, gangsters, and
corrupt union officials lined
their own pockets as they
effected strikebreaking, price-
fixing,‘sweetheart contracts’
and commodity monopolies.

There were sometimes
victories as well as tragic
defeats as the syndicates en-
forced their will by assault,
bombing, acid throwing,
arson and kidnapping. In
1933 ‘Lepke’ Buchalter’s
group was forced out of the
fur industry after a pitched
battle with union militants.
His men, armed with revolvers,
knives and lead pipes, had -
staged an attack on the union
HQ where a meeting was in
progress. Contrary to expecta-

tions they were repulsed by the
men in the building and as
word spread, more workers P
streamed in tto pulverize those
hoodlums who had been unable
to escape. At the end at the day,
two men lay dead and many
suffered severe injury.

' 1'1? _ _____.__.

lies:-s.t?le t::t*i§3t3§'i£’

More than anything else
organised crime is about power
and the wielding of power; the
gun _being the final sanction
to eliminate competition,
discipline workers, and ensure
that votes go in the right direc-
tion. In New York the structure
of municipal politics was the
key to its formation and con-
tinuity, although its operators
lived and died in conditions of
incessant turmoil. Elsewhere
other institutions provide the
bridging ground between crime,
politics and the mediation of
power. To succeed you need a
lot of bottle, management skills,
a good business head, a sense
of innovation, first-rate political
connections, and an ability to
maim, kill and betray with
little or no compunction. A
trouble-free retirement is not
guaranteed.

It is sometimes forgotten
that professional criminals are
real people, whose power bases
usually originate in the bars,
clubs and cafes of tangible
neighbourhoods. On the other
hand there is a tendency (by
naive liberals or the more
Nechayev-oriented libertarians)
to sentimentalise the young
mafioso or romanticize the
rising hoodlum as an anarchic
0 nent of ca italist society.
ltprgiitn indulgerihe that
trivializes the everyday strug-
gles of a labour movement
whose militants have been
blinded, maimed and murder-
ed by thugs practising a
politics of terror that is devo-
ted to the maintenance of a
corrupt and corrupting status
quo. The sad history of the
Teamsters and other contem-
porary American unions clear-
ly show that not a great deal
seems to have changed over
the past thirty years.

Roger Lewis

Alan Block, East Side- West Side,
Organizing Crime In New York,
1930-1950 (University College
Cardiff Press; Cardiff, 1980).
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THE WOMEN_’S PRESS
began 8Ulbl1Sl_1l11%i1l'l Febr-
uary 1 78 with ve first
books. Now they have _
about 40 books on their
lists, mainly large format
gaperbacks in t e areas of

c ion, hterary and art_ _
history, health and politics,
with an increasing emphasis
on original material. Their
new list includes

August:
Cora Sandel: Alberta 8:

Jacob £2.50
Alberta and Freedom

£2.50
Alberta Alone £2.50
September:
ed. Stephanie Dowrick

8: Sybil Grundberg: Why
Children ? £2. 75

October:
Nor Hall: The Moon

and the Virgin - Reflections
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to Lose - Sexism and Educ-
ation £3. 25

Despite publishing _
excellent books and having
a tiny staff ration to pub-
lished books they are still
fighting an almost imposs-
ible battle to get their books
out at reasonable prices. _
Rather than accepting this
as a fact of life, t ey are
launching the Women’s _
Press Bookclub, By buying
in bulk and selling direct to
the reader they can offer
between 25 -_ 50% off the
published price, concent-
rating on areas neglected
by mainstream shops and
bookclubs. _

Membership eosts £5
p.a., or £10 for hfe. to
cover costs of catalogues
and mailing. A_ll enquiries
for membership should be

011 the Arfihfitypfll Feminine sento to: The Women's
£3.95

ed. Dale Spender &_
Elizabeth Sarah: Learning

YORK COMMUNITY
BOOKSHOP has fi;1b1iSh€d
a comprehensive ' t of gay
books including many
American titles. Apart from l
covering areas such as
fiction, autobiography,
rights, sexuality, poetry
and dramas, it features
many badges books and
records. e list costs 30p
to indivi uals (inc p&p)
and 60p to institutions,
sho s and libraries, and is

Press Bookclub, 124 Shore-
ditch High Street, London
E1 6JE.

reaciers_can lend support
by buymg their stationery
from them; Housme.n’s
also supply book displays
for meetings and confer-
ences.

They have recently
published the following
titles: . -

Ronald Sampson,
ggciety Without the State

P
A Housmans World Peace

avafiable fro!-n: ___.

York Community G.‘-21° Sharp: Gimdhi as
Bookshop, 73 Walmgate, aPohtical Strategist £4. 25

violent Action
York YQ1 _2Tz_ T _ The Politics of Non-

Part I: Power 8: Struggle
,5-I-1-U-[\=:. AND I A £1.75

ti-is Psvcnu.-rs-Is §m*~3SO¢p,ri0:~1DI
THETAE}IgBT§ll§‘At1i1O:lA§5EIUALlTY15 [‘_‘.9.'5-ST L

A " ' To

Lama 11‘ rovwwfi,

Part II: Methods of
Nonviolent Struggle £2.95

Part III: Dynamics of
Nonviolent Action £3.25

sousuluia -11%? ...--' - Available (at uelual discount
as-r WELL 5°“ 2' i° ‘ii’é’.i§”;i‘,§i?§3 5 3'§1‘,csm,..

I ,%|_
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LHQUSMANS, London’s
mam pacifist and anti-
militarist bOOkShO§) and_
pliblishegrs, are in mancial
_d_1ffi0I.l_1t1BS. 'I‘hey’re a self
fl.1‘l3.I'lO1lIlilCOIl06II1, and
part of t e Peace News

rustees Campaign, so that
any profits they make are
ploughed straight back
mto peace wor . London

24

Road, London N1 9DX.

SOCIALISTS UNLIMITED
the publications and agit-
Ezop section of the SWP,

V(iLfi;1bliSh6d their new
boo ‘ t, which includes -

-. Alan Gibbons: Russia,
How the Revolution was
Lost 35p

_ Mike Simona: Workers’
Power, Not Nuclear Power

5 Op
SWP Gay Group: The

Word is Gay- 20p
Phil Marfleet: Palestine

Lives ! .40p
Balazs Nagy: Budapest

1956: The Central Workers’
Council 30p

These books and the
full list, are available from:

Socialists Unlimited,
265 Seven Sisters Road,
London N4 2DE.

r

TWO NEW offerings from
Bookmarx: Colin Spark’s
Never Again ! The Hows
and Whys of Stoéiging
Fascism is a goo asic
historical summary. As
might _be_ expected, his
analysis is primarily a pol-
itical and economic one,
and in playing down the
mystical aspect of German
fascism - particularly in
relation to antisemitism -
an important element of _
its appeal in times ofcrisis
gets eft out. But this must
be come to terfnsiwith ,_
before it can be dealt with.

Rosa Luxemburg, by
Toner Cliff, contains a
brie biographical sketch,
but concentrates on her
writings, few of which have
been translated into English.
Cliff stresses her unique
contribution to socialist
ideas, her -independence and
humanism qualities which
caused Stalin to brand her
ptesthmnously as a Trotsky-
i .

One of Rosa Luxemburg’s-,
works has at last found its
way into Engish, however.
Theory and actice, her
attack on Kautsky and the
German Social Democrats
has been published by the
Detroit paper News and
Letters at 5p. (See Pub-
lications listings for their

Never A ain ' The How
d Wh Stan _ ys o qpping

Fascism, by Colin Sparks
(£11.95) and Rosa Luxem-
burg,lby_ Tony Cliff (5 1.95
are published by: _

_ Bookmarx, 265 Seven
Sisters Road, London N4,

English address.)
g . _ s

)

ISSUE 10 of Gay Left is
now available; at 48 pages
for 70p it is a good read.
Future ellans of the Gay
Left Co ective are anoth-
er Gay Socialist Confer-
ence planned for later
this year, followed by the
publication of Issue 1 1.

The Collective hopes
the conference will provide
a useful forum for exchang-
ing experiences about the
prolects(P801316 are involv-
ed in an for discussing the

I-I4- 

issues and campaigns that
confront us. It is one of
the few opportunities for
lesbians and gay men to
discuss the wider context
of our activities outside of
specific issues. It will be
held on the weekend of
November 22nd - 23rd
1980 at

Caxton House, St
John's Wae, London N19.
Look out or further
details.

WELSH WOPM-|EN’S AID have E
published a report entitled
Mrs Hobson’s Choice, which
gives the results of a survey
carried out to examine the
employment position of 73
women who‘gassed through
their South ales Refuges
for battered women. The
report concludes that ‘A
depressing picture emerges
of women struggling to _
keep themselves an their
cared for... Attitudes to-
wards women’s employment
must be changed so that
the right to a well-Daid_ .
and satisfying Job outside
the home is accepted as a
natural expectation...’

Available from:
Welsh Women ’s Aid,

2 Coburn Street, Cathays,
Cardiff; price 40p (inc.
n&p%
THE BRITISH Marxist-
Humamst Group have pub-
lished a British edition of
News and Letters, the U.S.
paper that regularly feat-
ures the writings of Raya
Dunayevskaya (author of

THE HARDER THEY COME was a deservedly celebrated
film. Unexpectedly, there is now a book of the film - well,
a novel inspired by the film. And inspired it is. Based on
the real life ofa I 950’s Jamaican country boy who gets
wise quick in Kingston, and turns songwriter and gangster,
it illuminates parts that the film could not.

~ In the book, country life and-legends, Kingston’s rip-
off record trade and ganja running, are all noted, in a
patois that both sounds and scans right. And Michael
Thelwell's humour leaps among the words like a homing
salmon. Whether or not you've seen the film, you’ll
almost certainly appreciate this grand, sad, and very pol-
itical book.

The Harder They Come, by ~.Michael Thelwell.
Pluto Press, £2.95 pbk, £6.95 hbk./,. - ""\

I-\_._
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I ority.... a demonstration of
weakness_b_efore the eyes ,

{amines fed, clothed and of the British working class’. ‘

Marxism and Freedom)
and Charles Denby (author
of Indignant Heart - A
Black Auto-workers Testa-
ment: Just published by
Pluto Press) . Price is 20p,
subs £2 p.a. for 4 British
editions plus all the month-
ly U.S’ editions.

' Available from: 1, West-
beech Road, London N22.

No British Solution. 50p
from Troelfs Out. Box U T,
fix-ti, St. Pa ‘s Road, London
THIS PAMPHLET is one of
the best publications to have
come out of Britain’s war
in Ireland. A series of easily
read essays sketches out the
origins of the war, copiously
illustrated and broken up
with quotes from some of
the leading protagonists -
though not, strangely, from
the Provisional IRA them-
selves.

_ The final essay, ‘No
British Solution’, concerns
Itself with how Britain:
has managed to keep the
11d on the Irish question....
why it has never been rock-
ed by waves of massive
anti-colonial protest,

_ In a convincing analy-
sis of why Britain stays
despite the c_ost: ‘paid for
by the working; class through I
taxation, while the profits
from capital investment go I
back to the investor’, the
authors argue that with-
drawal would be an: enor- I
mous loss of face and dent l
in the Government’s auth- l

I

h\

They note that the Troops
Out position has been
adopted by student, women 1
and black organisations, I
but has not made much
headway in the trade union
movement. Part of the pur-
pose of the pamphlet is to
present the argument in
that forum. It deserves to
do well.

J

BIG PRINT, The Other
Aberdeen Pa er, is in fin-
ancial difficulities like many
of us in these grim tor
times. If you can be otyhelp,
whether by donating money
or by assisting with sales 1
and distribution, admin,
layout or articles, please
get inttouch with,the Big
Print collective at:

Box 13, clo 163 King
Street, Aberdeen.

THE FOURTH issue of
Achilles Heel, th_e anti-
sexist magazine is out now,
and is given over to a
discussion of M_en and Work;
Work as i_nen’s identity,
masculinity and _w_ork, eelf-
esteem, tory individualism
and other problems of me_ns
traditional ro_1e as breadwin-
ner are examined.

Achilles Heel costs 60p
and is available from:
E8 7 St Marks Rise, London

ANOTHER STANDARD is
a broadsheet published
this Week by The SheltonTrust. It is an introduction
to Community Arts.

_ Community
artists work with groups

t

AC P GE
of people, all over the
country to make art acces-
sible and to break down
barriers to creative expres-
sion. Another Standard
gives the flavour of some
of this work, with articles
on projects in West, South
and East London, in Man-
chester Hospitals, in Scot-
land and on tour plus
information on the com-
munity arts movement and
on the current state of fun-
ding. Wh_ile the broadslieet
gives an indication of the
range of media used it has
been almost imleossible to
indicate the fu spread of
locations and contexts,
from the inner cites to new
towns, from rural villages
to prisons, hospitals and
homes for the mentally
handicapped. Another
Standard is available at
10p per cosy plus 10;)
postage. an packing or
each three issues ordered,
from:

FreeForm, 38 Dalston
Lane, London E8 3AZ.

_ -

A GOOD CHOICE of
Fringe theatre this month.
The Avon Touring Theatre
Company are“presenting
two plays in eir current
season, Brecht’s The Good
'Woman of Setzuan, and
Brittle Glory, by Vince
Foxall. Loosely based on
,__Shakespeare’s Richard ll,
Brittle Glory links the
struggle for the crown
with a saga of successive
governments. Set at first
in Elizabethan England
it moves manically towards
theCperesent day... echoes
of urchill, Powell and
Thatcher are mixed with
imgfies and language from
Sh espeare.

Avon Touring performs
in theatres, schools and clubs '
all over the British Isles.
The only requirements are
a s ace at least 6 metres x
71>£metres and some elect-
rical points. The fee is
negotiable.

GOOD WOMAN only
Se t 16 Kingsfield

School, Kingwood, Bristol
Se t 17 ordano School

Portisgead Bristol

THE OXFORD PLAY-
HOUSE COMPANY are
staging the British premiere
of can-Claude Grumberg‘s
The Workshop. Set in‘fost-
war Paris in a small ta‘ or-
ing workshop, the ‘play cap-
tures the Joys and ard-
ships of the women work-
ers attempting to forget
the Occupation. National
touring dates are:

19 23 August‘ Play
house,-Ox ford ' - I 1ficm(iigiSs1'?b1 forbnom

25 - 30 August: Brew-
house Theatre, Taunton

1 - 6 Sept: Playhouse,
Harlow

8 -13 Sept: Hexagon
Theatre, Reading

15 - 20 Sept: Playhouse
Oxford

TWO TOURING Agitprop
shows:

CUNNING STUNTS:
Runts on the Stoad -

an indoor show cabaret-
style featuring _Cunn_ing
Stunts distinctive mix of
vivid visual popular theatre
and music.

23 - 25 August: Roug-
ham Tree Fair
_ 27 - 31 Penzance Fest-
ival

6 - 13 Sept: Aarhus
Festival Denmark

COMMON STOCK
THEATRE COMPANY:

The Mild Bunch - de-
vised and written by the
Company - is an outdoor
show for children aged 5
and 12. The Mild Bunch
are a group of performers
inspired by characters
found in traditional folk
tales. The following Lon-
don dates are scheduled:

14 Aug: Maystar
Youth Club Summer Pro-
ject Open sface off Star
Road, W.1 . 10.30 a.m.
Cantelows Gardens,Cam-
den Road, N.ZW.1. 3.00
p.m.

15 Aug: St. Paul’s
Church,—Wim'bIedon Park,

of Santiago
Nov 24: My Love Has

! Been Burning & All the
Women You Are

Dec 8: Daughter Rite
& Sigmund Freud's Dora:
A Case of Mistaken Ident-
ity & Risky Business '

Films are shown at the
Film and Video__ Workshop,

I Caley Street (behind
falisbury pub), Manchester

s, p mem ers:
membership costs 75p.
There’s also a special dis-
count of £4.50 for the
whole season if paid in
advance.

 

THE LONDON MUS-
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FRA YED EDGES Fanzme have produced an excellent
an ti-nuclear war poster, Their Wars Our Lives, punk- 9
collage style. Carter, Brezhnev, and sinister armed figures
stalk the streets beneath a mushroom cloud while people
cower in fear. This is just a detail; the whole poster can be
obtained from:

6, Onslow Road, Southampton, Hants, price 25p.

With a healthy anti-Metro-
politan tendency, Leeds
seems to be the place for
lefty get togethers now.
In November a National
Conference of Socialist
Photo ra h 1S bei h8 D y 113 eld
there. A group of left photo-
gaphers, who feel the need
or ‘an organised dialogue

end clarification of pract-
ices’ is convening a two-
day event at Beechwood
Colle e on No ber 1 -2.g vem
Material covering a wide

?-1'9 0_1'€&I1181ng the follow- ‘range of subject matter
mg 818$-1 will be Presented: sezgual

Aug 23 2pm Open pohtics, education, hist-
Session ory of left photography.

Slpm Obstacles fI‘hey’re asking for donat-
_ Aug 24 aya Fisher ions and support from all

(violin Peter Cusack (gui- the left. De ails from:
till’) DU_O + Terry Daggercussion, cello, gui r)

eqrge Kahn (saxes)_DUO
+ Lily Greenham (voice,
sound, texts & short stories)

Aug 29 Kamikaze TrioAu st R d S.W. 19
11.83 atigi. ggrams Fields i Aug 30 2§§‘;£,§’,*“
Playground, Guildford
Street, W.C.2 3.00 p.m.

16 Aug: Action Space,
Hall, Chenies Street,
1. 3.00 p.m.

And two for the EDIN-
BURGH FRINGE: Edin-
burgh University Theatre
Co present Pi-oqgress, by
Simon Evans. he play
looks at some of the
problems of personal res-
ponsibility in the context
of aggressive power struct.
ures, and whether violent

soPE

opposition to a violent |' The Leveller office
au honty can guarantee Make of it what you
86)!-lflfififlll future. Aug 16 -
3 at 7.15pm in The Bed-lam Theatre, Old Chaplain- ~ ,,,,,,,,,,-,;1'_ _ ,,,,,,';,,‘fi,e,;," t
cy Centre, Forrest Road,
Edinbuage.
THE N TINGHAM
THEATRE GROUP are
mounting a revival of
Mot-‘tag Slatelps play Stall ArIny7s excer-

Savaskan and ciety of
Sggi Sinan

New Music Players with
Dancers.

Admission is £1.25,
ineieibers £1, and the LMC
is a :

42 Gloucester Avenue,
London NW1.

The follo
bulletin
has reached

will.
urgent urgent u ent
is made to get 100’s oi p
people on to the streets of
Yorkshire, (preferably
dressed as soldiers) on one
of the weekends of the

Down inen The play - 11,1, ,1“ 2 1, NUCLEAR GROUP have
dates from 1936 and deals §}f,Z§,(,0_000 tm5,:psS,,?,Ei' booked the Interaction
Wlth the Stay d°“m stnkes be taking over key iiistal1- §h°W POWPIPIFYS m°1ud'in the South Wales coal- afions (railway and bus mg an exhibition by Friends
field 05 1935-. "S1112 d0¢- * - - of the Earth for Sundayumentary material. yerse t1Oli,s' T"; smdms‘ October 51:11 at 7 p.m
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90 Lilford Rd,
London SE 5.
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I‘HE SELF HELP HOUS- -
ING Resource Library has
moved to new premises
within the_North London
Polytechme. The Library
wa_s set up ni 1977 to
assist the development of
self-help approaches to
housing, and new acts as
a resource and information
centre for groups working
for the right to decent
housing. With aflarge amou-
nt of material on housing
issues and campaigns, it is
used by _a wide range of
people, including research
students, housing co-ops, _
action groups and homeless
people.

A Their new address is:
Self Help Housing

Resource Library, North
London Polytechnic, 2-16
Eden Grove, London N17
BDB. Tel: 01-607-2789
x2065.

FINAL REMINDER: the
great BEYOND THE
FRAGMENTS DAY EVENT
is being held at Leeds Uni-
versity on Saturday August
30. Workshops and debate;
music; sideshows; children s
events and creche. It ‘costs
£2 a head, and overnight
accomedation is laid on.
£Camping if you want tog.

eople from all over the eft
will be there. Leveller is
taking part in two work-
shops - and there are per-
sistent rumoursthat some
of the breakaway group
will turn up too. Book your
ringside seats now. Details
from 39 Kelvin GroveLivegpool 3; Tel. 051727
460
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to come to Yorkshire armed 1; N NG]? mu and '
with their own propaganda. %3nd)s. LA S campalgn ‘ gfie 3° anon lnd‘::'i:0
toy weapons and pick sug

Sept 1S Pucklechurch ;_...._._...._____m._....m___ gested sites which could
Community Centre, nr.
Bristol

WOMAN]GLORY
Sept 22 - Oct 4 touring

in Lincolnshire and Humber-
side

R _ For more details please
wnte"orXhone_to:

The drninistrators,
Avon Touring Company,
McArthur Warehouse, Gas
Ferry Road, Bristol 1. Tel:
10272) 202471291 582.

THE MANCHESTER
WOMEN’S FILM GROUP
is showing the following
-Programme of films intheir‘next season:

Sefi 29: Take it Like a
M9-1'1» a'am 8: Size 10

Oct 13: Town Bloody
Hall 8: Amy

Oct 27: Legacy 8: We
Aim to Please

Nov 10: Blood of the
Condor 8: The Patchworks

include the nuclear shelters,
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IF YOU haven’t already heard, we’re going fortnigh
ly in the autumn, with more news, more debate, <
more issues and more life. We can’t do it without a
lot of money, of course, and it’s your money we’re
looking for. We’re asking people to take out a £10
subscription which will last six months (£5 for
OAPs, students and claimants).

We want money and involvement from readers.
You are why we exist; it’s not for profits from ad-
vertising or a wish to push a party line. You define
what we are about. A supporting subscription does
not only give you the ability to read the magazine;
it makes it pantly yours, it means that it is some-
thing living, part of people’s lives.

So far we have raised £2,000. Subs are flowing
in every day.  

After money we need more members to join the
collective and contributors of all kinds; local cor-
respondents to form a network throughout the
country and abroad; special correspondents who
want to write on personal politics, finance and
business, science and technology, the law, educa-
tion, the welfare state, local government, music,
film, TV, radio, work, sport,*books . . . and every-
thing else in the world.

Plus designers, cartoonists, photographers,
artists, artistes, layout wizards, advertising,
distribution, finance and administration people.

And we need more equipment, like typewriters,
filing cabinets, tables and chairs, lights . . .

Send us anything useful —- but particularly
money. Fill in the form below and become part
of The Leveller. To get directly involved, contact
us by phone, letter, or by coming to the office
during the day (not too early) or to collective
meetings, which are open and.happen every Tues-
day, at 7.

Go QM
I

PO Fl E

T‘m.

To : The Leveller 57, Caledonian Road, London N1.

claimants and OAPs £5»)

NAME ................................................................ ..

ADDRESS ................................................ ............ ..
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Please make cheques/POs payable to : The Leveller (1979)
Ltd.
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JURY Vl*.'l' and LEVELLER badges STILL available from us
at 15p and l0p or from YORK COMMUNITY BOOKS, York.
LEVF.l.l.l~1R back issues available from us at 40p each or from
BOOKMARKS, 265 Seven Sisters Road, London N4 and
1-0-8 BOOKS, Cardiff, even cheaper.

BECOME a LEVELLER
agent and sell the magazine at your workplace, school,_ _ wllssr.
club, whatever. Impressive discounts. Please contact Chris
Stretch through our office.

m

I Chartist
| Summer 1980

Focus on
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made out to the Lei/e/ler (197.9) Ltd. We reserve the right to ,l;L?l,m',",‘£,,“f;"_‘|' Road’
refuse any ad.
PEOPLE AGAINST NUCLEAR
ENERGY —- T-shirt with four
colour design on white. Available
in S/M/I. £3 inc. p&p. Send s.a.e.
for full catalogue. All proceeds
to support ecology centre. From
EARTHWISE, 15 Goosegate,
Nottingham.
COMMUNAL LIVING/WORKING
COLLECTIVES. For details of
some groups looking for new
members send s.a.e. to 2 Mentor
Street, Manchester 13.
Guy Debords film, ‘Society of
the Spectacle’ please send s.a.e.
for details of private view, late
September, to B.M. P. 45.
London W.C. 1. 6XX.
BADGES. I'd rather be a Russian
than radioactive/Cut the Tories
(25p each plus s.a.e.). Who Needs
Cruise Missiles? (We don't)/No
cruise (20p each). Plus: no return
to the '30s/Don't blame me I
voted Labour (30p each plus s.a.e.)
from Bitch Badges, 19 Hartley
Avenue, Leeds 6. Postal orders
QD|Y- -
CYRENIANS — Help homeless
single people by running project
and campaigning on their behalf.
250 volunteers are needed this
year to help run community-
style houses throughout the UK
board and pocket-money
provided. If you want to do some-
thing about homelessness come
and help us. Contact: Volunteers,
The Cyrenians, 13 Wincheap Rd,
Canterbury, Kent CT1 3TB.
Telephone (0227) 51641.

LEGAL EXECUTIVE position.
required by N.E.B.S.S. CERT.
holder. South Midlands area
preferred. Tel. 0602-282896.
MEN LIVING TOGETHER.
Interested in a rural commune
with gay men? Contact Will, Moor
Farm, Stainbeck Lane, Leeds 7.
for our ideas. _
ECOLOGY PARTY summer
gathering. Worthy F_arm, Pilton,
Glastonbury, Somerset. Thursday
August 7-10. Well known speakers
on eco-politics and alternatives,
discussion workshops, theatre,
stalls, children's playspace.
Adults: admission £4 inclusive of
evening entertainment. Children:
free. Bring your tent, be self
sufficient. Food on -sale. Enquiries
0734-478297 (evengins).
REVOLUTIONARY COMMUN-
IST TEN DENCY INTERNAT-
IONAL CONFERENCE ON IM-
PERIALISM 5/e/7 sentembe'-
How do the imperialist powers
line up ?What are the prospects
for the anti-imperialist struggle ?
Debates: Imperialism, the
current phase; Middle East; US
and its rivals. Workshops: _
British imperialism; EEC; |lTllTll9-
ration and racism; Sollthern
Africa; Crisis and the USSR; Ire-
land, and others. Fee: £5.))
in advance, £6.50 door. Venue:
University of London Union,
Malet Street, WC 1. Contact
Helen Swift, BM RCT, London
We 1V GXX.

NEVER AGAIN! The Hows and Whys of stopping
I enclose a cheque/PO for ........... .. (At least £10. Students, fascism. PY Coll" $Pal'|<$- A

Fascism, born of the economic crisis of the1930's. brought the barba-
rlsm and death camps of World War ll. Now, as another crisis deepens, it
raises its head again This book looks at how and why fascism grows
how and why its opponents failed in the 1930s, and how and why it cari
be stopped today. Price £1.95.

::*':*."*_.'-._":;-;- ROSA LUXEIIBURG, by Tony Cliff
_____......________ How many people when a I: d to I‘ I

_ stands Rosa Luxemburg. This book aims to redress the balance. Price
£1.95.

Available by post, from .
BOOKMARKS. 265 Seven Sisters Road, London, N4

Ti? °°"lB UP with a line oi me:1?eMarx.'sEi'i:gl§rI.€nIgcElgigttsiiyinwggi figIL‘-I many of us forget that among the greatest contributors to socialist ideas
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anti-sexist
men's
magazine

I"- Ti“

‘<1’ {I-3,;._1*:elat-. *, .- (ll

No. 4. The sexual politics of men's
work; working In a milk factory; oil-

rigs: teaching and fighting sexism; story,
poems, letters and much more.

BOP incl. from 7, St Mark's Rise, London E.8.
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THIS SPACE FOR HIRE!!!

. It costs £2.50 and the uses to
which it can be put are multi-
farious. Yessirl
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and we Gay’s The Word
HOMOSEXUAL /n

A brief analysis of oppression
40p. Post Paid from

Gay Liberation Information Service A NEW RADICAL BOOKSHOP
5 Caledonian Rd., London, N.1. 101, KILBURN SQUARE,

= Essential Reading-—-Gay News (lst floor sh0PPin8 PT-'e°i"°t. 4/
in Kilburn H1gh Road) 7’?

7'00-2 0. T‘-5*"
LONDON NW6 6PS 66.Marchmont St. London WC1.
l:el:0l-328 1399 — OI 2.72 16$ -
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Gay+ Feminist books
New-I-Secondhand.

U.S. Imports

‘.;>.*§,.\v~\O3

BEYO
FRAG
A non-sectarian gathering of activists from
different areas of socialist and radical politics

Sat 30th August
Leeds University

for information phone 051-727 4608. To register send £2
minimum and s.a.e. to:

Beyond the Fragments
14 Midland Road,
Leeds 6

Cheques should be made payable to Beyond the Fragments
Creche, camping facilities and limited accommodation available

Badges
Posters +-
Records

Y-§.

A one day conference to go IS CH | N A

D 'l'l'l
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STILL

SOCIALIST?

AN ANALYSIS OF
EVENTS SINCE
THE DEATH OF
MAO IN 1976.

Send 35p in
stamps to:
RSP(L),
c/o Flat 2,
10, Villa Rd.,
Nottingham,
NG3 AGG.
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